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Abstract
Injectable Bioactive Gelatin-Hyaluronan-Calcium Phosphate (GH-CP) and Its Osteogenic
Potential for Flapless Guided Bone Regeneration (GBR)
DMSc candidate: Young Kwang Kim, DMD
Submitted to the Faculty of Medicine on May 2019 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Medical Sciences in Harvard School of Dental Medicine
In this contemporary era of minimally invasive surgery, injectable biomaterial scaffolds have shown
their strategic potential in bone tissue engineering (BTE). Completely injectable hydrogel substratum with
micro-sized bone graft particulates through a needle-shape orifice permits a new paradigm of flapless guided
bone regeneration (GBR) utilizing a tunneled subperiosteal pouch concept. Although several biopolymers and
their BTE applications have emerged, there is still a need for a clinically applicable delivery system; a
systematic characterization of physicochemical properties; a mechanistic understanding of osteogenic cells
within this biopolymer complex; and implementation of chemoattractants, all of which to construct a
foundational framework for future in vivo investigations.
The first objective of this thesis is to design and to establish a novel injectable dual-syringe auto-mix
system for providing a clinically relevant in situ cross-linking biopolymer hydrogel infused with
osteoconductive particles. A combination of gelatin-hydroxyphenyl propionic acid (Gtn-HPA or G gel),
hyaluronic acid-tyramine (HA-Tyr or H gel), the covalent cross-linking modulators of horseradish peroxidase
and hydrogen peroxide, and calcium phosphate particles with different sizes (~250µm, ~175µm, and ~100µm)
were investigated, with respect to content distribution, storage/compressive modulus, and swelling/expansion
ratios. Another objective was to evaluate the behavior of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(bMSCs) in the gel, including: cellular viability and morphology; proliferation (Ki67); contractility (α-smooth
muscle actin, α-SMA); differentiation (osteocalcin/osteopontin, OCN/OPN); and mineralization (Alizarin Red
S, ARS, staining). This work included an assessment of the chemotactic and osteogenic roles of bMSCs via
incorporating rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2. Additionally, a translational cone beam computed tomography
(CBCT) volumetric experiment of GBR in an ex vivo model was employed to investigate the structural
integrity of the graft-host union.
Our dual-syringe auto-mix system of Gelatin-Hyaluronan-Calcium Phosphate (GH-CP) achieved an
immediate in situ cross-linking with microscopically well-dispersed CP particles. This mechanically finetunable GH-CP demonstrated higher storage and compressive modulus, and reduced swelling and expansion
ratios, compared to gelatin (G) and gelatin-hyaluronan (GH) gels. For viability, G and GH gels revealed highly
favorable state, while H gel showed inferiority. Each gel illustrated different morphological traits of bMSCs on
the G gel as mostly elongated; the H gel as mostly rounded; and the GH gel as half mixed. With no apparent
differences among the three gel groups, α-SMA showed a prominent expression compared to Ki67 levels.
Interestingly, GH-CP gel, as expressed with both intra- and extra-cellularly, resulted in a greater osteogenic
potential of OCN/OPN levels and ARS staining compared to G and GH gels. It was also demonstrated that
pre-soaking of CP particles with the chemoattractants, rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2, results in attachment of bMSCs,
with the possibility of contact osteogenesis. The culture medium also exhibited notable effects on this in vitro
differentiation capability. Along with the aforementioned cellular outcomes, our ex vivo volumetric CBCT
analysis also revealed structural integrity of GH-CP over the conventional calcium phosphate. Consequently,
these findings provide in vitro physicochemical and osteogenic support for GH-CP to be utilized in such
flapless GBR surgical arena with its further potentials in incorporating diverse pharmacotherapeutics.
Thesis mentor: Myron Spector, PhD
Title: Professor of Orthopedic Surgery (Biomaterials), Harvard Medical School
Senior Lecturer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Director, Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine Lab, VA Boston Healthcare System
Keywords : gelatin, hyaluronan, hydrogel, calcium phosphate, osteogenesis, guided bone regeneration
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Minimally invasive surgery has become a current trend in medicine. Particularly, in the
field of soft and hard tissue augmentation, minimal mucoperiosteal access [1] and tunneling
approach of periosteum detachment [2] have been widely utilized by many clinicians due to a
myriad of benefits such as less swelling, fast healing, and fully intact surrounding
mucoperiosteal architecture. This such closed environment allows maximal potential in stem cell
nourishment, neovascularization, and therefore better osteogenesis.
Guided bone regeneration (GBR), which has been originated from guided tissue
regeneration (GTR), shares the same bioengineering concept of blocking the infiltration of
epithelial and fibroblastic cells to the defect site via a barrier membrane during the endosteal or
periosteal wound healing. Since the stability of host-graft union is one of the most critical
components in augmentation success [3], various efforts have been applied such as mixing [4] or
layering [5] different graft materials in a hope of achieving structural integrity. For these
conventional GBR methods, periosteal releasing incisions with multiple mattress sutures are
necessary to achieve sufficient flap tissue release and structural integrity for primary wound
closure. Subsequently, sub-periosteal pouch concept utilizing an internal tunneling detachment of
periosteum [2, 6] without raising any flaps has become popular through getting the structural
integrity from fully intact surrounding mucoperiosteal tension with no auxiliary stabilizing
sutures nor barrier membranes. These aforementioned tunneling concepts utilize recombinant
platelet-derived growth factor-BB (rhPDGF-BB) for its chemotactic recruitment, proliferation,
and differentiation of periosteal stem cells as well as inducible osteogenic progenitor cells.
PDGF-BB, as one of the most abundant chemoattractants in the platelet-rich plasma (PRP), is
now approved by the US Food and Drug Administration with beta-tricalcium phosphate as a
product called Gem 21S (BioMimetic Therapeutics), yet it is still a cement-type delivering
method. A wide array of calcium phosphate (CP) bone graft substitute materials in particulate
form are currently being employed in the clinic to facilitate bone regeneration in many types of
oral and maxillofacial defects. Unmet applications of such materials are the treatments of
incompletely-contained defects and defects in patients with a condition that impairs bone
formation. As of now, there are no such truly injectable bone graft materials through a needlelike orifice.
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As mentioned briefly, chemoattractants have been also shown to enhance the attraction,
mitogenesis, and differentiation of pluripotent stem cells. In the field of GBR, bone conditioned
medium (BCM) [7, 8], containing a cocktail of released chemoattractants from autogenous bone
chips, has been characterized and employed as a pre-soaking substratum for bone graft
application. However, due to relatively fast physiologic dissolving or dissipation of the
provisional matrix during wound healing, the efficacy of this pre-soaking application as
combined moieties is questionable.
Our proposed solution is to employ a gelatin-hyaluronan (Gtn-HA)-based matrix as the
binder for the CP particles. The novel feature of the Gtn and HA that we are employing — Gtn
conjugated with hydroxyphenyl propionic acid (HPA) and HA-conjugated with tyramine (Tyr)
— is that they undergo covalent cross-linking in vivo after being injected in a liquid form. The
benefits of Gtn-HA (GH) mixture are: 1) it enables the use of CP particles of a smaller diameter
than normally employed, providing for a truly injectable material; 2) it retains the particles at the
implant site until new bone has bridged the particles; and 3) it serves as an effective delivery
vehicle for osteogenic agents such as chemoattracting growth factors and stem cells, thus
improving the quality of osteogenesis.
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop a clinically, mechanically, and cellularly
favorable injection system of CP particles-infused hydrogel with chemoattractants through a
needle-like orifice, along with covalent cross-linkers which can fine-tune the gelation speed and
structural stiffness. Each component of different gel complexes, osteoconductive CP particles,
and osteoinductive growth factors (Fig. 1-1) have been sequentially added for the purpose of
formulating experimental groups to investigate individual component's roles separately. Goat
bone-marrow derived stem cells (bMSCs) are utilized for the investigative purpose of osteogenic
differentiation, although it may or may not be incorporated as an osteogenic factor within the gel
composite system for the future possible application with further stem cell technology.
Chapter 2 illustrates the background, foundational knowledge, and the motivation of this
thesis.
Chapter 3 characterizes a comprehensive process of developing a dual-syringe auto-mix
injectable system for gelatin-hyaluronan-calcium phosphate (GH-CP). Physicochemical
properties have been investigated to outline the gelation time, storage modulus, compression
strength, elastic modulus, and swelling/expansion ratios of each gel group.
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Chapter 4 examines the cellular viability of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem
cells (bMSCs) and its osteogenic proliferation (Ki67), contractility (α-smooth muscle actin, αSMA), differentiation (osteocalcin/osteopontin, OCN/OPN), and mineralization (Alizarin Red S,
ARS, staining) within GH-CP.
Chapter 5 assesses the potential migrative and osteogenic roles of chemoattractants
(recombinant platelet-derived growth factor-BB or rhPDGF-BB; and recombinant fibroblast
growth factor-2 or rhFGF-2) on GH-CP, in addition to validating a current clinical concept of
pre-soaking for the bone graft particulates.
Chapter 6 directly compares the volumetric deformation of GH-CP with conventional CP
under a physiologic mucoperiosteal tension of primary wound closure via a new cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) methodology.
Chapter 7 elaborates the possible limitations and future directions from this thesis.
Chapter 8 outlines the conclusive statements from attained results and insights of this
thesis.
Chapter 9 lists figures and tables.
Chapter 10 is a collection of references.
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Chapter 2 - Background and motivation
2.1. Principles of osteogenesis
Upon the tremendous increase of utilizing endosseous implants in dentistry, adjunct bone
augmentations have gained its popularity in the oral-maxillofacial regions [9]. Autogenous bone
graft has been a golden standard [10] due to its safety from any potential disease transmission
[11]. Osteogenesis is defined as such condition of containing osteoprogenitor cells directly from
host bone or grafting material [12], and only applicable with autogenous bone graft [12] as of
now. Osteoinduction describes the signaling induction cascade of undifferentiated pluripotent
stem cells getting differentiated into osteoblast-like cells through the presence of
chemoattractants or signaling molecules [9]. Although human platelet-rich plasma (PRP)
contains a cocktail of various growth factors [13], recombinant platelet-derived growth factorBB (i.e. rhPDGF-BB) is by far the only FDA-approved chemoattractant in dental market [14],
yet other growth factors have been actively investigated in the field of research science. Through
such an osteoinductive signal cascade, the graft-host union is known to proceed into a process of
endochondral ossification [11]. Osteoconduction means that implanted scaffolds, whether
endosseous fixtures or bone graft materials, attracts a chemotactic migration of osteogenic cells
followed by neovascularization through the extracellular fluid and non-collagenous proteins
within the provisional peri-implant blood clot matrix [15]. By definition, bone formation is not
possible through only osteoconductive modality [16].
Similar to any type of physiologic mechanisms, endosseous or periosteal wound healing
process occurs with several steps as inflammation, proliferation, and maturation, sequentially.
Davies et al have described a specific cascade of de novo bone formation with constructive steps
[17] as 1) osteogenic cells excreting collagen-free bone matrix proteins such as osteopontin and
bone sialoprotein; 2) these organic matrices initiating calcium phosphate nucleation for further
mineralization; 3) crystallization of elongated calcium phosphates followed by assembly of
collagen fibers; 4) each collagen fibril's calcification process amongst collagen free calcified
layers with non-collagen proteins. As the implant surface textures have been improved from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, immediate chemotactic attachment of osteogenic cells has been
feasible before de novo bone formation, as establishing different elaborative terminologies like
contact/distance osteogenesis, or CO/DO [18]; CO describes osteogenesis from the implanted
material's surface, whereas DO begins its osteogenesis from the surrounding bone surface
13

towards the implanted material's surface. DO occurs with machined surface fixtures or within
less vascular cortical bones, while CO likely happens with modern hydrophilic implants or
within marrow-rich cancellous bones.
2.2. Bone graft materials
The golden standard autogenous bone graft has been recapitulated due to its donor site
morbidity, limited volumetric quantity, risks of iatrogenic complications, and high resorption rate
[19] through the consideration of other grafting material options.
As an initial alternative, the allograft is introduced via getting harvested from the same
species [20], along with its numerous configurations and forms [3]. Fresh-frozen allograft
(FFA) is acquired from a same-species donor going through a total hip replacement or through a
cadaveric source, which provides better incorporation with neovascularization [21] and
physiologic resorption [22]. However, FFA has been avoided by the majority of clinicians due to
its potential risk of disease transmission, particularly, the immunosuppression issues [23]. As a
result, freeze-dried bone allograft (FDBA) has been available with its convenient storage
property [3] and more reliable safety status as alleviating the risk of potential disease
transmission or immune reactions [24]. However, freeze-drying characterization process destroys
the bone cells and denatures the remnant organic matrix within the graft, eliminating its
osteoinductive trait, and therefore becoming only osteoconductive [20]. This drying process also
decreases the physical rigidity of the graft and less vascularizing, compared to autogenous bone
grafts [21]. Demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft (DFDBA), via chemical treatment of
hydrochloric acid, enhances both osteoinductive and osteoconductive potentials, with more
exposure of bone morphogenic proteins and copious collagen matrix, respectively [25]. A
reported study states that DFDBA produces more new bone formation in the sub-sinusal space,
compared to anorganic xenograft [26], yet a major disadvantage of DFDBA is structural integrity
and difficult handling, as well as still existing possible disease transmission [20]. Some reported
investigations insist that there is no significant superiority of DFDBA [27] but rather describe it
as nothing more than weak osteoconductive material [28].
Xenograft, harvested from a different species [12], are either coral, porcine or bovinederived [29]. Bovine hydroxyapatite is the most heavily and widely investigated xenograft due to
its excellent osteoconductivity [30], with its three commercially available forms as 1) unsintered
with organic matrix; 2) unsintered and deproteinized; 3) sintered and deproteinized (Osteograf-
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NTM, CeraMed Co, Denver, CO & EndobonTM Merck Co, Darmstadt, Germany) [31]. Out of
these three products, the unsintered and deproteinized form (Bio-Oss®, Geistlich Biomaterials,
Geistlich, Switzerland) is the most widely utilized bovine hydroxyapatite due to its less
crystalline and small structural sizes with its better resorptive and incorporative properties on the
host tissues. Removed organic matrix via the deproteinization secures its biocompatibility with
the minimal immune response [32]. However, some studies declare the inferiority of bovine
hydroxyapatite [33] with minimal new bone formation [34] due to lack of proper physiologic
resorption [35–37].
Alloplast has a completely synthetic production capability and favorable
osteoconductivity [20], with its derivatives as calcium phosphate and calcium sulfate cement.
Alloplasts get sintered through high temperature while gaining its crystalline structures [20].
Most common alloplastic ceramics are synthetic hydroxyapatite, which has slow resorption rates
due to high crystalline structures, and β-tricalcium phosphates [11] which has good
osteoconductivity [38] but relatively fast resorption rate [39].
Above all, since all of the currently available bone graft particulates have pros and cons,
a combinational therapeutic approach is getting its attention amongst clinicians and researchers
as a new trend of bone graft modality.
2.3. Guided bone regeneration (GBR)
In the field of implant dentistry, GBR technique, which is derived from guided tissue
regeneration (GTR), has emerged with its bioengineering concept as blocking the ingrowth of
infiltrating epithelial cells or fibroblastic cells from the exposed connective tissue towards the
osteogenic site before proliferating osteoprogenitor cells undergoing osteogenesis (Dahlin, et al.,
1989), through biocompatible barrier membranes [40]. Besides the role of blocking, barrier
membranes also serve as maintaining the volumetric space with structural integrity, which is one
of the most critical factors in bone augmentation success [3]. At a real surgical arena of ridge
augmentation, especially with surrounding movable musculoskeletal apparatus, barrier
membrane itself may not necessarily provide a sufficient structural support. Therefore, the
utilization of bone graft materials to prevent volumetric collapse has been established in the
name of GBR [41].
Further rigidity of bone-graft union is achieved by various technique-sensitive surgical
methods such as relieving incisions and multiple sutures for idealizing tissue tension and
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stabilization, respectively. To improve such structural integrity and osteogenic potential,
autogenous bone chips are first layered to the defect site followed by covering with more rigid
anorganic bovine bone minerals [5], which is known as 'sandwich technique.' Urban et al have
invented so-called 'sausage technique' via mixing these osteogenic and fast-resorptive
autogenous bone chips with deproteinized bovine hydroxyapatites as 1:1 ratio, along with
tacking screws to nicely intact resorbable collagen membrane on the cortical bone surface [4].
Some clinicians even utilize the application of protein sealant to the grafted union for better
structural integrity, yet it has been shown to retard new bone formation [42].
Following the current minimally invasive surgical trend in medicine, a tunneling
technique (i.e. without any flap opening) of mucogingival surgical procedures has gained its
popularity amongst clinicians due to less swelling and fast healing [1]. Hard tissue augmentation
with incorporation of rhPDGF-BB has also been attempted via this tunneling technique and
shown predictable osteogenic regeneration outcomes both clinically, radiographically, and
histologically [2, 6].
Along with this supportive evidence of already established surgical techniques and
concepts of tunneling route, our thesis proposes a flapless GBR technique where a clinician can
access through a small access hole above the mucogingival junction with selectively detaching
the intact periosteum to create a subperiosteal pouch (Fig. 3-1B & Fig. 6-5A). Then, if it
becomes possible to inject the bone graft materials through a needle shape orifice, a simple
injection directly on top of the keratinized tissue of alveolar mucosa can complete the ridge
augmentation GBR procedure in few seconds with no utilization of flaps or sutures. This
innovative delivery system may not be limited to the field of GBR of pre-edentulous ridge
augmentation, but also expand its potential applications in various other clinical scenarios such
as tissue repositioning recession treatments, periodontal defects, peri-implantitis, socket
preservation, immediate placement, sub-sinusal augmentation, etc.
2.4. Bone tissue engineering (BTE)
As of now, there is no currently merchandised product of purely injectable bone graft
materials enabling its transfer through a needle-shape orifice. This so-called thixotropic injection
is technically only possible with micro-sized bone graft particulates as being dispersed in such
viscoelastic substratum. Currently available injectable products in the market are either through a
syringe-size orifice plunging system with conventional graft particulates (Bio-Oss Pen®,
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Geistlich Biomaterials, Geistlich, Switzerland) or only protein infused gels (Emdogain®,
Straumann, Switzerland). Combinational therapeutic modality seems challenging in its
merchandising since the FDA approval process evaluates each component separately along with
unequal regulations amongst different countries. Recombinant platelet-derived growth factor-BB
(rhPDGF-BB), along with β‐tricalcium phosphate as a paste mixing modality (GEM 21S,
BioMimetic Therapeutics), is by far the only FDA-approved combinational bone grafting
product tailored in a periodontal defect, yet it is still not injectable.
As GEM 21S has emerged to the field of BTE, utilization of chemoattractant has gotten
its attention in GBR as well. Particularly, within the tunneled subperiosteal pouch, bone graft
materials with GEM 21S has excluded conventional barrier membranes [2] to recruit inducible
osteoprogenitor cells and periosteal-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from the
periosteum. Periosteal-derived MSCs are known with greater osteogenic potential compared to
bone-marrow-derived MSCs [43, 44], which builds a foundational rationale towards predictable
subperiosteal pouch flapless GBR concept (See 2.3.).
Bone conditioned medium (BCM) [7, 8], containing the released chemoattractant from
autogenous bone chips, has been introduced and applied as a pre-soaking modality in recent BTE
of implant dentistry. However, due to relatively fast physiologic dissolving or dissipation of the
provisional matrix during wound healing, the efficacy of this pre-soaking application as
combined moieties is unknown.
Unlike clinical merchandise products, in the field of research science, various
combinational BTE injectable materials have been actively investigated. Particularly, hydrogels
mixed with hydroxyapatites (HAs) have enhanced the mechanical strength as well as
mineralization [47]. Nano-HA/glyco chitosan/hyaluronic acid composite cement has shown its
injectability [51]. An alginate-based scaffold with β-tricalcium phosphate beads has also
demonstrated its novel injectable applicability in BTE followed by successful subcutaneous in
vivo osteogenic differentiation [49]. Gelatin-based microparticles infused with hydrogel,
formulating N-isopropylacrylamide/gelatin microparticle-composite, have enhanced bony
bridging and mineralization with maximized surface area contact [46]. A methoxy polyethylene
glycol-b-polycaprolactone block copolymer based injectable hydrogel has also shown a
favorable osteogenic expressions of osteonectin, osteopontin, and osteocalcin [45]. A citric acidbased bioinert PEG maleate citrate/HA composite has shown its in situ cross-linking trait [50].
Another calcium silicate infused alginate has shown its favorable osteogenic adhesion,
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proliferation, and differentiation, followed by angiogenesis as well [52]. A thermosensitive solgel-sol copolymer infused with collagen and nanohydroxyapatite has also been developed [48].
Physical interactions of thermosensitive chitosan-base hydrogel with β-tricalcium phosphate has
also been demonstrated [53]. A recent study has combined two scaffolds as HA and gelatin
microspheres inside alginate [54].
As illustrated above, many particles infused hydrogel systems have been investigated and
successfully demonstrated its injectability, yet incorporation of chemoattractant in such systems
has been rarely studied. Further, in spite of these studies' reported osteogenic differentiation with
bone markers and level differences, distributional analysis of expressions within gel complex
have been missing. Therefore, this thesis has focused more on the migration potential of infused
cells inside gel complexes in the hope of investigating its directional cues in osteogenesis
(Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3 - Injectable dual-syringe model for gelatin-hyaluronancalcium phosphate (GH-CP)
3.1. Introduction
In a supreme coalescence of the modern surgical trend in minimal invasiveness and the
excellent improvement in material science, hydrogels have emerged in the field of bone tissue
engineering (BTE) for the last few decades. These viscoelastic biopolymer gels are injectable
through a syringe into a defect site, followed by undergoing either in situ gelation or
polymerization throughout molecular ionic or covalent interactions in the aqueous precursor.
This cross-linking chemical process allows the gels to become sufficiently flowable, enabling
firm adherence to the irregular defect sites, which creates a desirable architectural union for
tissue regeneration in both biological and physical point of view. Within their high water-content
matrix, hydrogels have a superior permeability status with organic fuels such as oxygen,
nutrients, and other critical metabolites, setting a preferred cellular environment for its
proliferation, migration, and differentiation. In the field of bone tissue engineering (BTE), many
currently available gel systems incorporated with high concentrations of osteoconductive
scaffolds (mostly calcium phosphates) exist as more like cement, not as a truly injectable
substratum due to its primary concern of mechanical stability.
3.2. Objective, hypothesis, aims, and rationale
The objective of the investigative work illustrated in this chapter is to establish an
injectable dual-syringe auto-mix system for gelatin-hyaluronan-calcium phosphate (GH-CP) with
favorable clinical handling properties (i.e., flowability and immediate gelation). Specifically,
incorporation of gelatin-hydroxyphenyl propionic acid (Gtn-HPA), hyaluronic acid-tyramine
(HA-Tyr), and calcium phosphates are analyzed via testing three different sequential gel
combinations as:
1.

Gelatin group: “G”

2.

Gelatin-hyaluronan group: “GH”

3.

Gelatin-hyaluronan-calcium phosphate group: “GH-CP”

Our primary hypothesis is that immediate gelation with a well-distribution of intra-gel
contents coming out of a dual-syringe auto-mix system is repeatably achievable regardless of
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particle sizes, orifice tip sizes, as well as different gel combinations. A second hypothesis is that
the addition of CP particles formulates more favorable physical properties on GH-CP gel for a
clinical GBR environment.
The specific aims are to: 1) reveal the gelation time and storage modulus of the three gel
groups; 2) determine the compression strength and modulus of elasticity of the three gel groups;
3) assess the swelling and expansion ratio of the three gel groups.
Different sizes of CP particles (~250µm, ~175µm, and ~100µm) are initially investigated
to primarily idealize the microscopic view for the experimental status of next chapters. The
physical characteristics of the gel groups are based on rheological behavior (gelation time and
shear storage modulus), mechanical properties (compressive modulus), swelling and expansion
ratio. These parameters portray a comparative outline of gel compositions upon specific tissue
engineering applications at a surgical arena. The maximum intra-oral flap tension in primary
wound closure of the mucoperiosteal flaps, which is on the range of .15~.2N [55] or
approximately 2500 pascals under the diameter of 8mm, has been referenced as a clinical
comparative component.
This chapter's study guides to a direct comparison between three types of gel
compositions via subsequent additions of different materials with its final heterogenous
combined group as GH-CP. During the pilot optimization experiments, in spite of biologically
favorable aspects of Gtn-HPA, calcium phosphate sedimentation phenomenon, leading to a
clogging issue at the tip of a pipette, was observed with Gtn-HPA even with increased wt. % (Fig.
3-3 A & B). This incident led to our initial insight of utilizing HA-Tyr as a pre-gelated carrier
medium, successfully dissipating CP particles before cross-linking (Fig. 3-8 B). Simultaneously,
designing a dual-syringe auto-mix model system was initiated, followed by prototype
developments (Fig. 3-4 A~D). This study is the very first to develop a dual-syringe auto-mix
model system for gelatin-hyaluronan gel combinations mixed with osteoconductive CP particles
in terms of product development, enabling a complete injectability through a needle shape orifice.
This study is also the first to fine-tune the distribution in such ideal microscopic view of the
ingredients of gel composites. Lastly, it is the first study in delineating the mechanical profile of
GH-CP via the sequential addition of components for creating the experimental groups.
3.3. Materials and methods
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3.3.1. Development of the injectable dual-syringe auto-mix system for immediate gelation
3.3.1.1. Gelatin-hydroxyphenyl propionic (Gtn-HPA) acid hydrogel
Gelatin conjugated with HPA was donated by the Institute of Bioengineering and
Nanotechnology (Singapore). Initially, Gtn-HPA conjugates were manufactured by a general
carbodimide/active ester-mediated coupling reaction [56, 57]. The portion of amine groups of
gelatin within HPA, referred to as a degree of conjugation, was circumscribed by the standard
2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBS) process [58] to be 90%.
3.3.1.2. Hyaluronic acid-Tyramine (HA-Tyr) hydrogel
Synthesis of HA-Tyr conjugates was done as illustrated previously and the substitution
degree, referring the number of tyramine molecules per 100 repeating units of HA, was six as
determined by 1H NMR [59, 60].
3.3.1.3. Covalent cross-linking
Applying horseradish peroxidase (HRP; stock concentration as 25 unit/mL; Wako
Chemical USA, Richmond, VA, USA) and H2O2 (stock concentration as 9.7M; Sigma- Aldrich)
as the vital reaction enzymes, both Gtn-HPA and HA-Tyr conjugates become covalently crosslinked throughout the moieties of oxidative reaction.
3.3.1.4. Calcium phosphate particles
Pre-filtered different sizes (~100µm, ~175µm, and ~250µm) of calcium phosphate
particles were donated for this particular study (Geistlich Pharma, Wolhusen, Switzerland) (Fig.
3-2). 10% (w/v) of CP particles was used for all of the gel castings due to its optimal mechanical,
degradation, and cell proliferation properties within the gel composite [61].
3.3.1.5. Dual-syringe auto-mix system
To initiate an immediate cross-linking gelation process right before coming out of the tip,
a double-barrel dual syringe system was designed (Fig. 3-4 A). Several prototypes were initially
trialed to come up with the ideal distribution of components into each barrel syringe (Fig. 3-4
B~D), followed by fine-tuning the concentrations of HRP and H2O2 (Fig. 3-4 E~H) to compose
favorable structural integrity and gelation speed of GH-CP. Lyophilized Gtn–HPA and HA-Tyr
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were dissolved in phosphate-buffered solution (PBS) at a concentration of 8 wt% and 4 wt%
accordingly, followed by loading on each syringe of the system. Prior to loading both gels into
the dual-syringe auto-mix system, thermal gelation of the gels was completed inside the warm
37°C incubator for 1 hour. Along with pre-measured 10mg of CP particles, a volume of 20 μL of
HRP (giving a final target concentration of 0.5 unit/mL) was stored in one side of the syringes
consisting 500μL of HA-Tyr. 10μL of H2O2 is stored in another syringe containing 500μL of
Gtn-HPA, giving a final target concentration of 6.8mM. Immediate cross-linking was initiated as
those two gels getting thoroughly mixed while flowing out through the dual-syringe auto-mix tip
(Fig. 3-8 C). For any cell containing gels, the gel preparations were done in culture medium.
3.3.2. Indirect gel cast fabrication
Indirect gel casts were fabricated through a syringe molds preparation method (Fig. 3-8
D). 75% reagent alcohol wiped parafilm was cut into 1.5cm x 1.5cm pieces and stored in a dish
in the cell culture hood overnight with UV light on. Syringe sections were also soaked with 75%
reagent alcohol for 30 minutes, followed by rinsing with sterile H2O and natural drying in the
cell culture room. Then, one side of the syringe section was sealed with 1.5cm x 1.5cm parafilm
as a mold. Cross-linking gelation was completed within this tube at 21°C, followed by careful
removal to be used for specific experiments. The expected total volume of this casted cylinder
gel was approximately 250µL with 8-9mm diameter and 3-4mm height.
3.3.3. Rheology testing
A TA instruments AR-G2 rheometer using parallel plate geometry (20mm diameter) was
used to get rheological measurements (Fig. 3-9 A). A linear viscoelastic regime of the gelled
materials was maintained along with the aforementioned set-up conditions. Evaporation was
avoided by applying a layer of silicone oil. All measurements were recorded at 37°C in the
oscillation mode with a constant strain of 1% and a frequency of 1 Hz (Fig. 3-9 B).
3.3.4. Unconfined compression testing
A Zwick/Roell Z2.5 static materials tester (Zwick GmbH & Co., Ulm, Germany) and
integrated testing software (testXpert, Zwick) were used for the purpose of unconfined
compression test. Soluble gel volumes of 250µL were cast in 32-well plates to create samples
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6mm in diameter and 3-4mm in thickness. Before compression testing, the gels were crosslinked and swelled in PBS for 1 hour.
Compression tests were conducted at a fixed strain rate of 0.5%/s to the highest strain of
10%, and back to 0, using a 20N load cell (Part No. BTC-LC0020N.P01, Zwick) with a sampling
frequency of 2Hz at 37°C (Fig. 3-10 A). The diameter of the cast samples was measured with
digital calipers. For some samples, Teflon tapes were utilized to prevent adhesion of the samples
to the machine. The elastic modulus of compression was decided by the slope of the true stressstrain curve within the linear regime of the material, which is within 0~15% (Figure 3-10 E).
3.3.5. Swelling ratio
Indirect gel casts (250μL, 8-9mm diameter, and 3-4mm height) were stored in PBS for 7
days at 37°C for allowing swelling. Tweezers were utilized for a gentle scooping motion to
protect the gels’ structures. The weight of freshly made gels and swollen gels were recorded as
W0 and W1, respectively. The swelling ratio was derived using the following equation:
Swelling Ratio = | W0 -W1 | / W0 * 100%
3.3.6. Expansion ratio
The volume of 250μL gels was cast through dispensing to the bottom of cryotubes to
maximize the surrounding structural frame as consistent as possible amongst experimental
groups (Fig. 3-12 A), followed by filling 500μL of PBS on top of the cross-linked gels for 7 days
for maximizing its water absorption at 37°C. The shape of the casted gels was in hemisphere
shape due to the base of cryotube’s design. An impression of vinyl polysiloxane (VPS) (Fig. 312 B) was first made and became an initial reference volume (E0) for the calculation. The rest of
the experimental cast gels were carefully scooped out from each cryotube, followed by diameter
measurements to calculate the expanded volume (E1) (Fig. 3-12 B). The volume of hemisphere
and expansion ratio were derived using the following equation:
Hemisphere volume (E) = (2 / 3) π r3
Expansion ratio = E1/E0 * 100%
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3.3.7. Statistics
Data in this chapter are described as mean ± standard deviation, standard error, or min &
max. Statistical significance was examined by unpaired t-test, or one- / two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). In such cases of significance in ANOVA, Tukey's post-hoc multiple
comparison tests were run with a significance criterion of p < 0.05 using GraphPad Prism 7
(GraphPad Software, Inc., CA, USA).
3.4. Results
3.4.1. Pre-gelation sedimentation of CP particles
All sizes of calcium phosphate (CP) particles (~100µm, ~175µm, and ~250µm)
demonstrated a sedimentation phenomenon within Gtn-HPA 12%, 8 wt%, 4 wt%, and 2 wt%
(Fig. 3-3 A), causing a clogging issue at the pipette tip or injection tip (Fig. 3-3 B).
Using 10mg of CP particles dispersed in pre-gelated 500μL of Gtn-HPA or HA-Tyr, it
was observed that once 1/10 of CP particles sink vertically, as C/G becoming less than 0.9 (Fig.
3-3 B), injection became impossible through a 1mL pipette tip due to clogging. Considering that,
in a realistic clinical setting, the approximate minimum time necessary for adequately
positioning and aiming the tip towards the defect is around 2-3 seconds, an inclusion criterion
(yes or no) of C/G being greater than 0.9 at the time point of 3 seconds was created. It turned out
that all of Gtn-HPA 8 wt% was ‘no’, while all of HA-Tyr 4% was ‘yes’ (n=6) (Fig. 3-3 C).
CP particles in Gtn-HPA 8 wt% and HA-Tyr 4 wt% completely sedimented after 49.71 ±
2.296 seconds and 221.4 ± 5.756 seconds (n=7, mean ± S.E.), respectively (Fig. 3-5 A & B).
3.4.2. Immediate gelation of GH-CP with ideal microscopic distribution of CP particles and
bMSCs
All sizes of calcium phosphate (CP) particles (~250µm, ~175µm, and ~100µm) were able
to get dispensed out of either an auto-mix tip or 1mL pipette tip, followed by in situ immediate
gelation process. All of the sizes of CP particles within the cross-linked gel matrices were welldispersed. Different magnification levels of (1X, 10X, and 30X) microscopic views were utilized
to visualize and compare the magnitude of gap distances between CP particles (Fig. 3-6).
Then, different tip sizes of the dual-syringe auto-mix model (small orifice diameter =
900µm; large orifice diameter = 2mm) with 175µm CP particles and bone-marrow derived
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mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) were investigated to compare the inter-particle and intercellular distances of cross-linked GH-CP, which turned out to be statistically non-significant
(n=4, p-value > 0.05). All of the contents in GH-CP were visually well-distributed (Fig. 3-7 A &
B) throughout the microscope. Two-factor ANOVA showed no significant effect of different
orifices of auto-mix tips (i.e., small and large orifice) on the distribution of contents within the
gel (i.e. CP particles and bMSCs) (P = 0.3194). Inter-cellular distance and inter-particle distances
through a small orifice auto-mix tip were 65.2 ± 11.6µm and 57.5 ± 14.3µm (n=4, mean ± S.D.),
respectively, while through a large orifice auto-mix tip, they were 63.8 ± 10.4µm and 66.7 ±
13.6µm (n=4, mean ± S.D.), respectively (Fig. 3-7 C).
3.4.3. Rheological behavior of gels
Oscillation rheometer, measuring the storage (G') and loss moduli (G'') in terms of shear
strain, was utilized to examine the dynamic cross-linking process of gelatin (G), gelatinhyaluronan (GH), and gelatin-hyaluronan-calcium phosphate (GH-CP) gel combinations, as well
as different calcium phosphate (CP) particles (~250µm, ~175µm, and ~100µm) with GH gel as
an initial experiment. The rheological experiment method is a standardized way to analyze such
thixotropic or viscoelastic materials like hydrogels. G' is, most of the times, used as expressing
the level of stiffness of the testing material. Typically, a graphical crossover of G' and G'' is a
way to estimate the gelation rate. However, in this experiment, due to high [HRP], the gelation
cross-linking was completed in few seconds, and thereby, the crossover was already passed at the
start of time recording inside the rheometer.
3.4.3.1. Fine-tuning gels as increasing [HRP] and [H2O2]
To achieve a favorable clinical modality in GBR (i.e., fast gelation and durable stiffness),
[HRP] and [H2O2] were fine-tuned throughout incremental increase with multiple pilot
experiments. The initial starting concentrations were referenced from the previous study of our
neural procedural application [62], followed by fine-tuned customization for this study's purpose.
By increasing [HRP] from .1U/mL to .5U/mL, the cross-linking graph became steeper
(Figure 3-9 D), representing a faster gelation rate. Using a linear regression model, the increase
of gelation rate was successfully demonstrated with statistical significance (p = 0.0057). The
primary metric obtained from the rheological testing was G' at 3.6 min, reaching the plateau of
completed cross-linking % (Figure 3-9 D).
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By increasing [H2O2] from 1.2mM to 6.8mM, G’ at 3.6 min had around two-fold of
increase (n=6, p=.0047), suggesting higher cross-linking density (Figure 3-9 E).
3.4.3.2. Rheological behavior on different diameters of CP particles
One-factor ANOVA revealed no significant effect of different CP diameters on G’ at 3.6
min (P = 0.9746). G’ at 3.6 min of gelatin gel with CP sizes of 100µm, 175µm, and 250µm were
8607 ± 4304 Pa, 8369 ± 816 Pa, and 9002 ± 2118 Pa, respectively (n=3, mean ± S.D.) (Figure 39 F).
3.4.3.3. Rheological behavior on different gel combinations
An increase in G’ at 3.6 min was observed among different gel groups (G, GH, and GHCP), along with a statistical significance in one-factor ANOVA (p = 0.0008). Tukey's post-hoc
test showed statistically significant differences between G and GH (p < 0.05), as well as GH and
GH-CP (p < 0.001). Average mean values of G’ at 3.6 min in G, GH, and GH-CP were 3521 ±
1162 Pa, 7569 ± 2662 Pa, and 8659 ± 2195 Pa (n=6, mean ± S.D.), respectively (Figure 3-9 G).
3.4.4. Compression testing
Unconfined compression testing was run as a different modality to assess mechanical
stiffness of gel groups. Full cross-linking was secured via storing the gels in PBS for 1 hour,
prior to compression testing. All of the gel groups demonstrated both elastic and plastic behavior,
illustrating a variation between the nominal and true curves in stress-strain plots (Figure 3-10 D).
Upon compression, a diversion of approximately 5% was found in the nominal and true
stress-strain curves, portraying that hydrogels consist of both elastic and plastic ingredients
(Figure 3-10 E). For this chapter's analysis, it was assumed that all of the gel groups were elastic,
followed by a calculation of the compression modulus (E) from the range of 0-15% of strain
fraction from the true stress-strain curve, as producing R2 value as greater than 0.95 (Figure 3-10
E).
3.4.4.1. Compressive behavior on different diameters of CP particles
One-factor ANOVA revealed no significant effect of different CP diameters on E (P =
0.5106). E values of GH gel with CP sizes of 100µm, 175µm, and 250µm were 13502 ± 7995 Pa,
20915 ± 5503 Pa, and 15984 ± 8710 Pa, respectively (n=3, mean ± S.D.) (Figure 3-10 F).
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3.4.4.2. Compression behavior on different gel combinations
A sequential increase in E was observed among different gel groups (G < GH < GH-CP),
along with a statistical significance in one-factor ANOVA (p = 0.0007). Tukey's post-hoc test
showed statistically significant differences between G and GH-CP (p < 0.001), as well as GH
and GH-CP (p < 0.05). Average mean values of G’ at 3.6 min in G, GH, and GH-CP were 5542
± 2955 Pa, 9797 ± 2271 Pa, and 16800 ± 7294 Pa (n=6, mean ± S.D.), respectively (Figure 3-10
G).
3.4.5. Swelling ratio
The swelling ratio of different gel groups, stored in PBS for 7 days at 37°C, was analyzed.
One-factor ANOVA showed no significant effect of different CP diameters on the swelling ratio
(P = 0.3202). The swelling ratio of GH gel with CP sizes of 100µm, 175µm, and 250µm was
44.25 ± 8.173 %, 28.63 ± 5.306 %, and 39.84 ± 15.03 % (n=3, mean ± S.D.), respectively
(Figure 3-11 A).
A statistical significance of the swelling ratio was found among different gel groups (G,
GH, and GH-CP), according to one-factor ANOVA (p = 0.0016). Tukey's post-hoc test showed
statistically significant differences between G and GH (p < 0.01), as well as GH and GH-CP (p <
0.05). Average mean values of the swelling ratio in G, GH, and GH-CP were 32.29 ± 11.07 %,
53.19 ± 8.153 %, and 38.53 ± 10.68 % (n=6, mean ± S.D.), respectively (Figure 3-11 B).
3.4.6. Expansion ratio
The expansion ratio of different gel groups, stored in PBS for 7 days at 37°C, was
examined for its clinical correlation of GBR surgery. A statistical significance of the expansion
ratio was observed among different gel groups (G, GH, and GH-CP), according to one-factor
ANOVA (p = 0.0003). Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically significant differences between
G and GH (p < 0.001), G and GH-CP (p < 0.05), as well as GH and GH-CP (p < 0.05). Average
mean values of the expansion ratio in G, GH, and GH-CP were 19.30 ± 11.70 %, 138.7 ±
47.01 %, and 80.03 ± 39.62 % (n=6, mean ± S.D.), respectively (Figure 3-12 C).
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3.5. Discussion
In this chapter, three different gel groups (G, GH, GH-CP) were analyzed and assessed
based on numerous physical metrics and configuration criteria. The eventual intention for this
investigation of hydrogels is to accomplish future in vivo application. With a goal of developing
a new potential and completely injectable bone grafting substratum in flapless GBR environment,
characterizations of these gels were investigated through rheological and mechanical behavior
(cross-linking speed and modulus), swelling and expansion properties.
3.5.1. Gtn-HPA serves as a biologically proven basic infrastructure
Due to its biologically favorable and injectable merits, many hydrogel biopolymer
modalities have emerged in the field of bone tissue engineering [61, 63, 64]. Out of many kinds,
physically cross-linked hydrogels are deficient of structural strength and integrity, whereas
chemically cross-linked hydrogels are more superior with their covalently bonded
polymerization architectures to create greater mechanical stiffness and strength. This firm
chemical backbone enables a sturdy resistance to enzymatic degradation with multi-linked
collagen fibrils and molecules together [65]. In the field of neurology, previously reported work
from our lab has introduced Gtn-HPA as tunable biopolymer scaffold matrices where controlling
the permeability, proliferation, migration, and differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs) becomes possible [62]. This feasibility of mechanical adjustment originates from its
oxidative coupling of HPA moieties via enzymatic catalysts of H2O2 and HRP with their roles in
regulating the abundance of formulating cross-links (Fig. 3-9 E) and modulating the gelation
speed (Fig. 3-9 D), respectively. HRP, which causes no damaging effects on cellular activity and
metabolism [66], begins the chemical reaction at physiological temperature and pH, along with
its tunability from varying the concentrations [56, 67].
The phenols of HPA bonds through C-C linkage between the aromatic ring's orthocarbons or C-O linkage formed by the phenolic oxygen and ortho-carbon [68]. Gelatin consists
of matrix metalloprotease (MMP)-sensitive chains, which can be catabolized by MMP releasing
endothelial cells [69]. Since other proteases [70] can also degrade gelatin, Gtn-HPA biopolymer
can be biodegradable in physiologic condition.
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3.5.2. HA-Tyr disperses CP particles to accommodate sedimentation phenomenon
In the particle-infused matrices, a sedimentation property determines shelf stability and
prevents the random orientation of particles after being adhered to the defect, which may have
been viewed as causing unpredictable osteoconduction [71]. However, sedimented CP particles
in post-gelated matrices may spatially limit for new mineral depositions due to its low resorption
rates [36], compared to the biopolymer hydrogels with relatively faster physiologic degradation;
hydroxyapatite is also known to be non-resorbable [72] in the body. Creation of rooms amongst
particles with hydrophilic carrier has been turned out having more osteoconductive effect [73].
As well, in a heavily sedimented zone of CP particles, vascularization anastomosis enriching to
the graft core may be compromised [74, 75]. In a pre-gelation medium, sedimentation becomes
even more problematic due to clogging issue (Fig. 3-3 B), preventing proper ejection out of the
syringe.
In the early pilot phase of our experiment, due to the sedimentation issue (Fig. 3-5 A),
HA-Tyr was chosen for an auxiliary gel medium to carry CP particles due to its greater viscosity
than Gtn-HPA while sharing the same chemical cross-linkers (Fig. 3-5 B). HA-Tyr was also
developed by Kurisawa and his co-workers [59] for chondrogenesis as another well-established
biopolymer system [64]. Particularly, HA-Tyr hydrogels have a distinguished effect on the
spatial arrangement of inter-polymer cells, therefore, followed by systematic matrix biosynthesis
and cartilage regeneration [76], turning out to be an appropriate gel substratum for our dualsyringe auto-mix injection system.
3.5.3. Consolidation of Gtn-HPA and HA-Tyr, formulating Gtn-HA (GH), creates a bioinert
porous covalent mesh framework
Combining these two phenol containing polymers (gelatin and hyaluronan), along with
HRP and H2O2, enhances covalent cross-linking to yield a porous polymerized framework (Fig.
3-8 A). Addition of HA-Tyr to Gtn-HPA seems raising both shear storage modulus (Fig 3-9 G)
and compression modulus (Fig 3-10 G). Besides Gtn-HPA's osteogenic potential (See 3.5.1.), the
hyaluronic acid (HA) is also known for its osteostimulative effect in vitro [77] and changing its
concentration level affects mesenchymal cellular condensation [78]. Complete gelation occurs
over time, allowing these two backbones of polymers phasing independently to the point where a
discrete domain anisotropically formulates pores within the polymerized gel composite [79].
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This pore formulation may be crucial for cellular attachment, migration, and differentiation
within the gel matrices system [80].
3.5.4. The addition of CP particles profits both mechanical and biological traits of GH-CP.
Aiming for matching up with the surrounding anatomical environment, bone tissue
engineering necessitates a mechanical strength, in which most of the current hydrogel systems
are lacking. Accordingly, many techniques and strategies of increasing structural durability have
been investigated and proposed such as increasing crosslinkers, monomer content, filler/fibers
addition, or even pre-embedding cells to form functional tissues prior to implantation [81, 82].
An excessive level of H2O2 provokes potential cellular death and limited gelation process, which
has been supported by many other investigations [83–85]. Elevated H2O2 even constricts pore
diameter [60] of gel systems, which may diminish cellular cohesiveness. Besides, creating
hydrogels too viscous for the purpose of improving structural integrity may potentiate the
syringe system less injectable, and therefore clinically unfavorable.
Hence, for our model, structural strength is enhanced with the addition of micro-sized CP
particles (~100µm, ~175µm, and ~250µm) added to GH gel biopolymers. Positively charged
polymers attract negatively charged units such as carbonate and phosphate [86], as well as
potential chemoattractants [87] (Chapter 5). Vice versa, negatively charged carboxyl groups join
with calcium ions, directing mineral nucleation and propagation [88, 89]. CP-bearing matrices
strengthens mechanical properties [61] and also improve the osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs
through adenosine signaling [90] (Chapter 4). Our pilot experiments showed that 40 w/v% CP
demonstrated an unfavorable condition of proper injection, in which other studies also support
that it creates such a solid-like performance in the hydrogel [91]. Consequently, for our system
of GH-CP, 10 w/v% CP was utilized due to its pre-established investigation of a superior
mechanical trait, drug delivery, swelling, and ideal degradation rate, followed by refined cell
proliferation [61]. 10 w/v% CP also produced an excellent condition of microscopic view for the
rest of further experiments in terms of component distribution (Fig. 3-6).
3.5.5. The dual-syringe auto-mix system enables homogenetic mixing in immediate gelation
setting.
Utilization of hydrogel biopolymers brings several benefits as: 1) facilitating injection; 2)
in situ implantation; 3) preventing dispersion of particles. Particularly, fabricating a cross-linked
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cast with well-dissipated particles is critical to maximize the spatial efficiency of contact
osteogenesis for new mineral depositions. The process of mixing plays a significant role in
dictating hydrogel's homogeneity and mechanical strength [92, 93]. Inconsistent mixing often
produces inhomogeneous regions [94], which ultimately affects cell behavior [95, 96]. During
the optimization phase, the addition of HA-Tyr to our modality has spontaneously brought an
insight into developing the dual-syringe auto-mix system (Fig. 3-4 A~D), with an auto-mix tip
(Fig. 3-8 C), turning out to be an excellent armamentarium for homogenetic mixing in gelation
and persistent mechanical stability. Throughout this dual-syringe auto-mix system, it has been
possible to fabricate GH-CP being well-dispersed with CP particles, ideally optimized for the
following experiments in the next chapters (Fig. 3-6). Furthermore, the utilization of different
orifice sizes of auto-mix tips has no significant difference in the orientation of spread out CP
particles and bMSCs (Fig. 3-7 C), which opens up its applicability to a wide array of clinical
situations (i.e., subperiosteal closed-flap tunneling approach, open-flap bone augmentation or
socket preservation environment, etc).
3.5.6. Rheological behavior of cross-linking GH-CP is favorable in guided bone regeneration.
Since immediate physical dynamics of the cross-linking hydrogels is pivotal both in
mechanical and biological viewpoint, in situ rheology was evaluated. The adjustability of
gelation time by [HRP] and the stiffness strength by [H2O2] [97] directed us to begin with finetuning GH-CP (Fig. 3-9 D) up to the point where complete cross-linking is achieved within 1
min after the ejection through a dual syringe auto-mix tip. This so-called "maturation time" is
essential in a way that the gelation process should be slow enough to fully adapt to the irregular
shapes of defects and, at the same time, fast enough to generate such cross-linked gels with welldissipated CP particles inside. Clinically speaking, the shorter, the better for both clinicians and
patients in terms of maximizing efficiency and comfort. Overall, adjustable gelation time also
means more flexibility at a surgical arena; for instance, different anatomical regions and defect
shapes of surgical sites may require various levels of gelation time. For our modality, [H2O2] is
also fine-adjusted in a way to achieve greater G' (Fig. 3-9 E) to set the initial reference as high as
possible within the acceptable range of our pilot study experiments. Manipulatable modulus also
indicates a more favorable GBR surgical procedure in terms of retaining the graft materials in
situ.
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Looking at its aforementioned properties, rheological behavior of GH-CP seems highly
correlated with one of the basic augmentation rationales, the stability of graft-host union [3]. The
different diameter of CP particles seems to have no influence on G’ (Fig. 3-9 F), meaning that
variations of the syringe packages may be merchandized depending on the defect sizes or
resorption preferences customized for each clinician's specific treatment plan of procedures (i.e.
endosseous implant placements, loading prosthesis, etc). On the other hand, the storage modulus
(G') of the matrices increases as combining two gels together, and even more significantly with
the addition of CP particles (Fig. 3-9 G). In a clinical setting, besides enhancing contact
osteogenesis [18] with added CP particles as osteoconductive scaffolds, this elevation of storage
modulus offers structurally firm initial architecture where technique-sensitive adjunct procedures
such as stabilizing mattress sutures or barrier membranes may no longer be necessary, reducing
the surgical complexity drastically.
Further, increasing the storage modulus of gels has been shown to up-regulate the
expression of osteogenic differentiation levels (ALP and RUNX2) of hMSCs [98]. This
reference proposes a positive insight that adding CP particles, as increasing the storage modulus,
into our biopolymer matrices will improve the osteogenic potential, which will be further
investigated in the next chapters.
3.5.7. Compressive behavior of cross-linked GH-CP is favorable in guided bone regeneration.
One of the greatest interests of current bone tissue engineering (BTE) research is to level
the mechanical properties of surrounding bony structures [99]. Due to its insufficient mechanical
properties and infeasibility in a load-bearing situation, hydrogels are often illustrated as greatly
limited in BTE. This common perception may be misleading because all of the currently
available bone graft substitutes are not indeed load bearing [100]. Especially, in GBR, since the
grafting site tends to locate on the outer alveolar mucosa regions, which is way out of the
functional range, load-bearing at the surgical site is not quite possible, unless the patient
intentionally rubs the treatment site. Rather, tissue tensions from the macroscopic masticatory
ligaments and muscles all the way to the microscopic periosteal connective tissue attachment
apparatus may be more meaningful to further investigate, because bone healing mechanism is
tightly related with the local mechanical changes [101].
The beginning portion in stress-strain curves of Gtn-HPA recorded during unconfined
compression testing displayed abrupt reduction in slope after the unloading curve (Fig. 3-10 E).
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This sudden drop indicates that there exists slight adhesive attraction forces between the crosslinked sample and the platens, revealing the adhesiveness of post-gelated biopolymers. This
means that the incremental administration of the hydrogels may be clinically possible whenever
needed. Moreover, this adhesive property may imply a tissue-friendly stabilization of the crosslinked gels; in other words, when the hydrogel is cross-linked within a minimally invasive
tunneling approach, its surrounding intaglio soft tissues around the subperiosteal pouch can
tightly grasp the cross-linked hydrogel, creating supplemental retention and resistance of further
stabilized graft-host union.
Addition of hydroxyapatite to gelatin has been shown to significantly increase the
compressive strength [102]. In our study, the compression modulus (E) of the matrices got also
increased with the addition of CP particles; the stiffness of GH-CP was about 3-fold higher than
G and about 2-fold higher than GH (Fig. 3-10 G). This elevation of E clearly explicates the
significance and importance of incorporating CP particles to strengthen further structural
integrity of the biopolymer gel system. However, similar to the rheology test, CP particle sizes
are not correlated (Fig. 3-10 F) with the E, meaning that utilization of different particle sizes for
customized clinical procedures and purposes may be implemented accordingly.
3.5.8. Correlational analysis between rheological and compressive tests deliver meticulous
material insights of GH-CP.
It is well known that for such semi-flexible biopolymers, the compressive modulus (E) is
approximately equal to 3-fold the storage modulus (G') [103]. In our studies, we found that E
(Fig. 3-10 G) was approximately double the G' (Fig. 3-9 G) on every gel group. This difference
portrays that GH-CP gel and other hydrogel groups are unable to exist as totally incompressible
material. Additionally, the divergent nominal and true stress-strain curves (Fig. 3-10 D), along
with the hysteresis on the loading/unloading graph (Fig. 3-10 E), shows that GH-CP gel and
other hydrogel groups cannot exist as purely elastic material either. Most importantly, a constant
pattern of increasing modulus (G < GH < GH-CP) is correlated in both rheological (Fig. 3-9 G)
and compression testing (Fig. 3-10 G), supporting the consistency of our experiment with
minimized critical errors, along with a meticulous understanding of the dynamic mechanisms of
GH-CP. To discover further insight into material behavior of GH-CP, other additional
mechanical examination of viscoelastic analysis may be helpful.
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A high-level of correlation about increased modulus by adding HA-Tyr and CP particles
on both rheological and compression tests institutes strong reliability of our data. Two different
covalent polymerization reactions of Gtn-HPA/HA-Tyr backbones (Fig. 3-8 A) may give more
robust collagen strings coiling up together, compared to Gtn-HPA only, which is shown with the
consistent graphical increase after the addition of HA-Tyr. Adding CP particles into this Gtn-HA
gel composite may fill out the interstitial heterogenic spaces, further strengthening the
mechanical properties of GH-CP. In addition, as Reddy et al's theoretical experiment shows that
positively charged calcium ions interact with negatively charged aromatic groups [104], it is also
possible that, for our system, calcium ions released from CP particles within GH-CP gel matrices
may interact with free reactive sites of the aromatic groups of -HPA and -Tyr, building a more
rigid architecture of the gel composites, in which Neffe et al drew similar insights with different
gel groups [105].
3.5.9. Addition of CP particles on GH gel alleviates its swelling and expansion properties.
An elevated swelling ratio indicates efficient permeability towards active nutrient and
waste exchange. In other words, a hydrogel with a high swelling ratio may expedite more active
transportation of biological nutrients and wastes, as well as water molecules, which may also
potentiate more infiltrating vessel formations within the gel system. However, too much swelling
may also cause a poor GBR prognosis via tissue dehiscence during the periosteal wound healing
phase. Hydrogels engulfed with oversaturating water molecules may also diminish mechanical
properties. Subsequently, a well-balanced equilibrium between improved mechanical properties
and the swelling ratio is necessary to establish a harmonized effect of structural integrity and
permeability.
For the swelling and volumetric expansion test, because of the initial woven bone
formation occurring at around 7 days [106] under the normal physiological periosteal wound
healing process, cross-linked GH-CP and other gel groups were stored in PBS for 7 days, to
maximize its water absorption within our most subperiosteal mimicking in vitro set-up. Similar
to mechanical testing, CP diameters showed no statistical significance on swelling ratio (Fig. 311 A) amongst groups. This finding also potentiates the incorporation of different particle sizes
within GH-CP gel as providing customization of bone grafting procedures (i.e. volumatric
maintenance for an extended pontic site or new bone regeneration), and predictable clinical
outcomes.
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Both of the swelling and expansion ratios show consistent correlational pattern amongst
each gel group, yet the order of increase is different (G < GH-CP < GH) from the previous
results of mechanical testing. First, both swelling and expansion ratio of GH group was
significantly greater than the G groups (Fig. 3-11 B & Fig. 3-12 C). This observation can be
explained with a potential increase of pore sizes in heterogenic GH gel, compared to
homogenous G gel, because decreased pore size is correlated with decreased swelling potential
[107].
Interestingly, upon the addition of CP particles to the GH gel, both swelling and
expansion demonstrated a statistically significant decline, which can be explained with
exceeding bonding interactions from calcium ions with aromatic polymer groups. The greater
interaction linking many polymeric strands transforms into a stringy mesh, followed by a
reduction in the swelling ratio [91]. CP particles, simply positioning themselves within
heterogenic interstitial spaces between -HPA and -Tyr moieties, may have also just reduced
physical room allowing further water absorption and therefore less permeability.
The graphical magnitude of differences seems more amplified in the expansion test,
compared to the swelling test, which is simply due to their mathematical equation differences.
The swelling test used the subtracted difference, while the expansion test used the whole postswollen volume as numerator values in the calculation.
3.6. Summary
Physical testing of three different hydrogel groups (G, GH, GH-CP gels) was examined
for its potential application in guided bone regeneration (GBR) setting. A dual-syringe auto-mix
model, yielding an immediate in situ covalent cross-linking through an auto-mix tip, was
designed and optimized in a way to spread CP particles evenly both in pre- and post-cross-linked
hydrogels. Microscopic view of CP particles in GH-CP was also idealized for further in vitro
experiments. In-depth characterization of each gel was conducted for the rheological and
compressive properties, swelling/expansion ratios, and CP particles influence when consolidated
in the gels. Both rheological and compressive behaviors of cross-linked GH-CP increased as
adding HA-Tyr and CP particles. Interestingly, swelling and expansion ratios were increased
with combining HA-Tyr but alleviated with CP particles addition. These findings from this
chapter convey the merits of GH-CP in its potential application for flapless subperiosteal GBR,
as well as scientific motivations and foundations towards the next investigative chapters.
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Chapter 4 - In vitro osteogenic potential of bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) in GH-CP
4.1. Introduction
The positive benefits provided by gelatin-hyaluronan calcium phosphate (GH-CP) gel
such as facilitating injection or implantation and preventing dispersion, as well as improving
mechanical properties (see Chapter 3), is somewhat offset by the adverse effect that the very
presence of the matrix has in excluding fibrin clot from forming in the interstices among the
particles. This coagulated fibrin clot serves as a provisional scaffold that permits the favorable
physiological environment of migrated hematopoietic stem cells within the interstitial pore
spaces among the particles. It is essential, then, that the biopolymer binder of the particles,
replacing the function of the fibrin clot, be permissive of cell proliferation, migration, and
differentiation. In a realm of orthopedic and surgical implant dentistry, where de novo bone
formation is quintessential, researchers have attempted mixing calcium phosphates as
osteoconductive scaffolds within different kinds of biopolymers. However, thorough
investigations at a cellular level and understanding their mechanisms are still lacking.
4.2. Objective, hypothesis, aims, and rationale
The objective of the investigative work illustrated in this chapter is to examine the
cellular viability of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) and its osteogenic
proliferation, differentiation, and mineralization within GH-CP.
For the cellular viability testing, the initial cellular background is investigated with three
individual gel groups as:
1.

Gelatin group: “G”

2.

Hyaluronan group: "H"

3.

Gelatin-hyaluronan group: “GH”

For the osteogenic differentiation, same as chapter 3, the incorporation of gelatinhydroxyphenyl propionic acid (Gtn-HPA), Hyaluronic acid-tyramine (HA-Tyr), and CP particles
are analyzed via testing three different sequential gel combinations as:
1.

Gelatin group: “G”

2.

Gelatin-hyaluronan group: “GH”
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3.

Gelatin-hyaluronan-calcium phosphate group: “GH-CP”

Our primary hypothesis is that bMSCs are viable in all gel groups. A second
hypothesis is that the addition of CP exhibits more osteogenic potential compared to other gel
groups.
The specific aims are to: 1) determine the viability (%) of bMSCs in the different gel
groups (G, H, GH) with morphological analysis; 2) evaluate the behavior of bone marrowderived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) in the gel, including: cellular proliferation (Ki67);
contractility (α-smooth muscle actin, α-SMA); differentiation (osteocalcin/osteopontin,
OCN/OPN); and mineralization (Alizarin Red S, ARS, staining).
In spite of previous references [59, 60, 62] with verified biopolymers' cytotoxicity,
because of our increased w/v% for its specific purpose of the bone tissue engineering (BTE), the
viability test was first performed to establish a basic foundational understanding of our testing
gel groups at a cellular level. Considering obtained information of different mechanical
properties (See Chapter 3), morphological analysis of bMSCs was also assessed to understand its
correlation.
Due to technical challenges, very few studies have been investigated to quantify the
osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs in hydrogels, especially when incorporated with CP
particles. Our pilot experiments of immunofluorescence were initially attempted with the same
dimensions of gel casts from the previous mechanical testing and resulted in a significant image
scattering under the confocal microscope, possibly from multi-layered CP particles. Therefore,
the volume of gel casts was re-optimized in terms of a thinner layer achieving acceptable
immunofluorescence and ideal microscopic optical visualization.
This chapter's study leads to a systematic understanding of the behaviors of osteoblastlike cells differentiated from bMSCs within GH-CP. This study is the first investigative work,
trying to outline the sequence of cellular cascades in de novo bone formation within CP particles
infused biopolymers. This study is the first utilizing Alizarin Red S (ARS) under the confocal
fluorescence for the calcified deposits within CP particles incorporated hydrogels.
4.3. Materials and methods
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4.3.1. Isolation and culture of goat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs)
The iliac crest of adult 2-3 years old female Spanish caprine (45 kg) was utilized for
extracting bone marrow aspirates, followed by transferring to sterile tubes containing cold
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)/1 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA). Cell isolation
technique was based on the protocol validated by Friedenstein et al. [108].
The medium, trypsin, and PBS were warmed in 37°C water bath. Then, the medium was
removed via vacuum pipette, followed by rinsing with PBS. Trypsin was then added and stored
in an incubator for 5 minutes. After a microscopic verification of cell detachment and floating,
the medium was added to inactivate the trypsin. Centrifuging at 1500 rpm for 10 minutes was
run to establish the cell pellet at the bottom of the tube. After vacuuming the medium, cells were
resuspended and counted accordingly, targeting 100,000 cells/mL in the experimental samples.
After cleaning the hemacytometer and coverslip with 70% alcohol, 100µL of the sample
from the cell suspension was diluted with trypan blue as 1:2 dilution ratio. After mixing, 15µL of
was suspended through a micropipette tip, as being loaded into the hemacytometer under the
coverslip by capillary action. Under the 10x microscopic view, cell counting (clear cells as viable;
stained cells as dead) proceeded in each of the four corner and central squares. Only the top and
left lines were counted, excluding the ones on the bottom or right lines of each square, to prevent
any recounting.
4.3.2. Direct gel cast fabrication
Direct gel casts were fabricated using the same dual syringe system (Fig. 3-8), through a
dispensary to the experimental dish wells, with a volume of 120µL. Before the experiment, each
element of the dual syringe system (i.e., double barrel syringe & CP particles) was stored in the
fume hood with UV light for one week, prior to incorporating with bMSCs within the gel. All of
the cross-linking gelation experiments were completed in the cell culture hood at 21°C, followed
by storing them at 37°C in an incubator with routinely replaced culturing mediums for the
necessary duration of time on each experiment.
4.3.3. Osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs
The pluripotency of bMSCs by osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation was confirmed
by prior works [109] from our lab. Adherent bMSCs infused cross-linked gel groups were
cultured in the osteogenic medium for 28 days (i.e., first 5 days in expansion medium, followed
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by the rest of days in osteogenic medium) to induce osteogenic differentiation at 37°C in an
incubator. For the baseline control group, gel groups were cultured only in the expansion
medium for the same duration of time. The expansion medium consisted of: Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium-low glucose (DMEM-LG, Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and the osteogenic medium consisted of:
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium-low glucose (DMEM-LG, Invitrogen, Karlsruhe,
Germany) supplemented with 10% FBS, 0.05mM ascorbic acid phosphate (Wako Chemicals),
100 nM dexamethasone (Sigma), and 10mM β-glycerophosphate (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA) [110]. Previous pilot experiments demonstrated that 3-day intervals of replacing
the culturing medium were acceptable in terms of cell viability.
4.3.4. Cell viability
Live/Dead® Viability/Cytotoxicity Assay (Molecular Probes, Inc.) was utilized for
measuring cell viability. 4 μM ethidium homodimer (EthD-1) and 2 μM calcein-AM of LGDMEM solution was used for incubating cell-seeded gels.
The direct cast gels (100μL) were loaded, via a dual syringe model, on to a 24 well plate
(n=6) in the cell culture fume hood at 21°C, followed by dispensing 300μL of expansion medium
on each well. These gel groups were stored at 37°C in an incubator for 24 hours.
After the utilization of Live/dead® viability cytotoxicity kit, the well plate with gel groups
was carried onto the confocal microscope and inspected under a fluorescent microscope. Four
sections of each gel were randomly selected on a total of 6 samples in each group for analysis.
EthD-1 was used to stain dead cells and calcein-AM was used to stain live cells (Fig. 4-1 A).
Image J software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) was used for percentage quantification analysis and cell
morphology observation.
4.3.5. Immunocytochemistry and immunofluorescence (ICC/IF)
For direct gel cell cultures, a standard protocol of ICC on the monolayer culture slides
was modified via extending its duration, which was previously optimized by our lab. For direct
thin gel culture of cells in control and osteogenic media, the media was removed and the gels
were fixed in 500µL of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours at room temperature. After
washing with 500µL of PBS, they were then permeabilized in 300µL of 0.1% Triton-X 100
(Sigma) for 1 hour at 4°C. The gel cultures of cells were again washed in PBS followed by
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quenching of endogenous peroxidase activity with 5-6 drops of a peroxidase blocking reagent
(Envision Plus+ System-HRP (AEC), Dako, Carpinteria, CA) at 21°C overnight. Non-specific
binding was blocked by protein block serum-free (Dako). Gel cell cultures were incubated with
primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. Monoclonal anti-Osteocalcin (OCN) mouse antibody
(Abcam) was used at a dilution of 1:200. Monoclonal anti-Osteopontin (OPN) rabbit antibody
(Abcam) was used at a dilution of 1:1000. Monoclonal anti-α-smooth muscle mouse antibody
(Abcam) was used at a dilution of 1:400. Monoclonal anti-Ki67 rabbit antibody (Abcam) was
used at a dilution of 1:1000. Negative controls were incubated with stock negative control mouse
IgG fraction (Dako) at the same dilution instead of the primary antibody. After two times of
washing with of 500µL PBS by a duration of 2 hours each, another 500µL PBS was used for
washing and stored at 4°C with foil overnight. Then, after removing PBS, 250µL of combined
secondary detection antibodies, Alexa 488 (Green - emission wavelength) and Cy 3 (Red emission wavelength) diluted to 1:300 each were used and stored at 4°C with foil overnight.
After one wash with 0.05% Tween® 20 and another wash with PBS for 2 hours each, DAPI was
applied and stored at 4°C with foil for 8 hours. Then, right before confocal imaging, DAPI was
replaced with PBS.
Quantitatively analysis was drawn either by comparing total cell-counting (Ki67) or
mean gray values (OCN/OPN) in the Image J software (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Particularly, for
the mean gray values analysis, four microscopic view positions were randomly chosen out of a
single gel sample. On each selected microscopic view, four regions of interests (ROIs) with a
diameter of 100μm were selected originating from the most visually fluorescent areas. These
values were then averaged out for the rest of six samples (n=6) on each experimental group.
4.3.6. Mineralization analysis
The media of cell-infused gel groups were removed, and the gels were fixed in 500µL of
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing with 500µL of PBS,
Alizarin Red Solution (ARS) (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to detect calcium depositions within the
gel cultures, referencing the basic mechanism that calcium forms an Alizarin Red S-calcium
complex in a chelation process, and the end product is birefringent [111]. 300µL of ARS was
applied for each gel culture for 30 minutes. Then continuous PBS wash replacement per day was
performed for three weeks to remove as much remnant ARS pigments of the gels with maximal
architectural preservation prior to both optical and confocal microscopic image analysis.
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Along with the typical ARS analysis method under the optical microscopy, confocal
analysis of ARS was also investigated with its result of high relevance. Few studies [112, 113]
also support confocal analysis of ARS. For the quantitative analysis, the mean gray values
analysis along with four microscopic view positions were randomly chosen out of a single gel
sample. On each selected image of microscopic view, four regions of interests (ROIs) with a
diameter of 100μm were selected originating from the most visually fluorescent areas of the
visible cell's center position (Fig. 4-5 C) to calculate the mean gray values in the Image J
software (NIH, Bethesda, MD). ROIs touching CP particles were excluded from the analysis,
due to the fact that these are pre-existing calcium sources in the gels. These averaged values
were then averaged out for the rest of six samples (n=6) on each experimental group.
4.3.7. Statistics
Data in this chapter are described as mean ± standard deviation, standard error, or min &
max. Statistical significance was examined by unpaired t-test, or one- / two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). In such cases of significance in ANOVA, Tukey's or Bonferroni-Sidak's
post-hoc multiple comparison tests were run with a significance criterion of p < 0.05 using
GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., CA, USA).
4.4. Results
4.4.1. Cell viability
G, H, and GH gels, infused with bMSCs, were assessed for cell viability. Cell viability of
H gel group showed a decline, compared to the other gel groups, with a statistical significance in
one-way ANOVA (p < 0.0001). Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically significant differences
between G and H (P < 0.0001), as well as H and GH (P < 0.0001). Average mean values of cell
viability in G, H, and GH were 90.47 ± 3.81 %, 58.20 ± 4.08 %, 87.72 ± 4.42 % (n=6, mean ±
S.D.), respectively (Fig. 4-1 B).
4.4.2. Cell morphology
The cytoplasmic morphology of bMSCs, approximately 10-20μm in length, appeared
variable throughout the gel groups. Therefore, the shapes were categorized as either rounded or
elongated (Fig. 4-1 C). Two-factor ANOVA demonstrated a statistical significance of varying
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gel groups and morphologies on the cell proportions (%) (p < 0.0001). Bonferroni-Sidak's posthoc test showed that a statistically significant elongated shape of bMSCs in G gel (p < 0.001)
and rounded shapes of bMSCs in H gel (p < 0.0001). Meanwhile, GH gel consisted of a welldistributed ratio of round and elongated shapes of bMSCs. Average mean % ratios of rounded:
elongated forms of bMSCs are 39.7 ± 1.8%: 60.3 ± 1.8% in G, 93.2 ± 2.2%: 6.7 ± 2.2% in H,
and 50.3 ± 3.8%: 49.7 ± 3.8% in GH (n=6, mean ± SEM.) (Fig 4-1 A & C).
4.4.3. α-SMA expression
All bMSCs in G, GH, GH-CP gels were stained in α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA),
representing high contractile activity [114]. DAPI staining of nuclei well coincides with the
positions of α-SMA. Cytoplasmic staining of α-SMA was in 15-25μm in length, slightly larger
than the nuclei staining of DAPI (n=6) (Fig. 4-3 A).
4.4.4. Ki67 expression
Some bMSCs in G, GH, GH-CP gels were stained in Ki67, representing cell proliferation
[115]. Ki67 fluorescence was expressed in dotted points, as a ranged diameter of 3-5μm (Fig. 4-3
A) and expressed in between proliferating bMSCs (Fig. 4-4 A). Therefore, cell counting method
was chosen for the methodology of quantitative analysis.
One-factor ANOVA revealed no statistically significant effect of different gel groups on
total Ki67 counting (P = 0.42). Mean values of Ki67 counting of G, GH, GH-CP gels were 82.25
± 20.98, 95.00 ± 28.01, 104.5 ± 19.02, respectively (n=6, mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 4-4 B).
4.4.5. Osteogenic differentiation (OCN/OPN expression)
Osteocalcin (OCN), or bone gamma-carboxyglutamic acid-containing (gla) protein, is the
most richly expressed non-collagenous protein and produced by osteoblasts in bone [116]. Due
to its high affinity to calcium and hydroxyapatite [117], OCN is one of the most widely utilized
bone markers. Notably, OCN is more intimately related to the deposition of osteoid, rather than
to composition of mineralized bone [118, 119].
Osteopontin (OPN), also known as bone sialoprotein I (BSP-1 or BNSP), is a noncollagenous glycoprotein, which is acidic molecular composition with its cell- and
hydroxyapatite-affinity properties [120]., is also commonly utilized as an osteoblast
differentiation marker [121].
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In our experiment, both OCN and OPN were expressed amongst different gel groups with
a progressively increasing pattern of fluorescence (G < GH < GH-CP). Both intra- and extracellular OCN/OPN expressions were observed in GH and GH-CP gels, compared to mostly intracellular expression in G group (Fig 4-3 A). Further, OCN seemed more evident than OCP in all
of the three gel groups (Fig 4-3 B).
Two-factor ANOVA demonstrated statistical significances of mean gray values on
different gel groups (P = 0.0003) and in between OCN and OPN (P < 0.0001). BonferroniSidak's post-hoc test showed that the mean gray values of OCN in G gel was less than GH gel (p
< 0.05), as well as than GH-CP gel (p < 0.05) (Fig 4-3 B). The mean gray values of OPN in G
gel showed the same declining pattern, compared to GH gel and to GH-CP gel (p < 0.05). The
difference between OCN and OPN expression levels showed a statistically significance in all of
G gel (p < 0.01), GH gel (p < 0.0001), and GH-CP gel (p < 0.001). Mean gray values of
OCN/OPN in G, GH, and GH-CP are 1.570 ± .175 / 0.011 ± 0.0001, 2.516 ± .203 / .348 ± .118,
and 2.752 ± .272 / 1.076 ± .363, respectively (n=6, mean ± SEM.).
4.4.6. De novo bone formation
4.4.6.1. A hypothetical cascade of de novo bone formation of bMSCs in GH-CP in vitro
While culturing GH-CP gel with the osteogenic medium (see 4.3.3.) for 28 days, the
changing dynamics of bMSCs, blended with CP particles and GH hydrogel, was observed under
the optical microscopy with a magnification of 30x.
Then, the following findings of potential de novo bone formation were remarked in a
chronological manner. When bMSCs were cultured in expansion medium (DMEM-LG + 10%
FBS) for the first 5 days, cytoplasmic morphology of bMSCs was in a circular shape (Fig. 4-2 A).
After changing to osteogenic medium (see 4.3.3.), cytoplasmic stretching was observed in
bMSCs (Fig. 4-2 B). Within a few days, these elongated cells seemed beginning to interconnect
each other through forming net-like trajectory lines together within the gel matrix (Fig. 4-2 C).
Throughout the week 1 to 2, spreading bMSCs were more observed on the surface of CP
particles in terms of docking (Fig. 4-2 D) and adherence (Fig. 4-2 E), followed by the initial sign
of osteoid depositions from the differentiating osteogenic cells via contact and distance
osteogenesis (Fig. 4-2 F). Through week 2 to 4, cells became more dispersed and diffused into
the gel matrix or collagen fibrils from de novo bone formations (Fig. 4.2 G and H). Along with
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other upcoming results in this chapter, "cling osteogenesis" theory is termed as a conceptual
osteogenic cascade mechanism (Fig. 4-2 I), to formulate the osteoid/calcified-bone boundary
(OCBB). Detailed elaboration of this concept is reviewed in the upcoming discussion of this
chapter.
4.4.6.2. Alizarin Red S (ARS) staining for mineralization
Alizarin Red S (ARS) staining, also known as Turkey Red or Mordant Red 11, is an
organic compound, which stains free calcium ions or calcium-containing parenchymas or
compositions [111]. In our study, after the 28 days of osteogenic differentiating culture, since
visually detectable de novo bone formations within the gel groups were observed (Fig. 4-2), ARS
staining was utilized for the verification of mineralizations within the gels. After three weeks of
continuous daily washing with PBS (see 4.3.6.), both optical and confocal microscopic analysis
was processed. Grossly, all of the gel groups seemed to contain slightly left-over ARS staining
dyes as transparent red color gel matrices, while the pre-existing calcium phosphate particles and
calcified collagen compartments from the osteogenesis were stained as darker deposits (Fig. 4-5
A). These dark stains were easily detectable in GH-CP gels, while G and GH gels were not
distinguishable each other in a gross view. Notably, GH-CP with osteogenic medium (Ost)
showed a demarcated visual difference, compared to GH-CP with expansion medium (Exp), in
terms of having more heavily stained dark CP particles, as well as much more abundant dark
osteoid-like residues within the gel matrices (Fig. 4-5 B), which was verified with magnified
(X30) views with curtain-like dark stains near CP particles and within the gel matrices. Bright
field views under the same magnification also supported a consistency of difference between two
groups (Exp. vs Ost.) of GH-CP in terms of having more prominent dark mineralized depositions
in the matrices and near CP particles. Interestingly, GH-CP gels of both Exp. and Ost. showed
less visually detectable cells in gel matrices. Through confocal microscopy with green emission,
ARS staining was detected at the tracing of dark stains under the optical microscopy. These
confocal findings in GH-CP were confirmed with a supplementary quantitative analysis, as
depicted in Fig. 4-6. A consistent length of the line was drawn from a highly fluorescent cell to
the outermost surface of the pre-existing CP particle. Then, these straight lines were divided in
half to allocate a middle dissecting line for inter-distant segmentation (Fig. 4-6 A), followed by
graphical analysis of the gray values in each zone of segmented points (Fig. 4-6 B). Then, the
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average mean gray values within 50 pixels of the same location in the middle segmented point
were compared, which showed a statistically significant difference (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4-6 C).
In G and GH gels, bMSCs were kept in its original sizes in Exp. (15-20μm length) and
enlarged as elongated with inconsistently spread-out shapes in Ost. (50~70μm length). Dark
stained osteoid-like residues were also expressed in G and GH gel matrices, although they
seemed less significant compared to GH-CP gel. Confocal microscopy with green emission, as
locating at the exact same spot of a bright field view image, also expressed florescence of ARS
as the curtain-like dark stains in G and GH gels (Fig. 4-5 A).
As explained in 4.3.6., four randomly chosen images of the mean gray values (100μm
diameter) of the region of interests (ROIs) were averaged out on every 6 samples of gels. The
mean gray value pattern demonstrated no changes in Exp. on all groups of gels, compared to a
progressive increase pattern in Ost. in gel groups (G < GH < GH-CP). Two-factor ANOVA
showed a statistical significance of the mean gray values on different gel groups (p = 0.0095) and
on culturing mediums (p = 0.0057). Bonferroni-Sidak's post-hoc test revealed that GH-CP (Ost.)
showed a statistically significant increase, compared to G (Ost.) (p < 0.01) and to GH (Ost.) (p <
0.01) (Fig. 4-5. D). ARS fluorescence's mean gray values of Exp./Ost. in G, GH, and GH-CP are
1.172 ± 0.202 / 1.044 ± 0.195, 1.065 ± 0.165 / 2.136 ± 0.228, and 1.294 ± 0.097 / 4.834 ± 1.367,
respectively (n=6, mean ± SEM.).
4.5. Discussion
After the previous chapter's findings on the mechanical properties, in this chapter,
cellular and biological aspects of GH-CP were highlighted. Goat bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) were properly isolated (See 4.3.1.) and injected through a
dual-syringe auto-mix model system (See 3.4.2.) as being fused inside the cross-linked GH-CP in
a thin direct cast. Initially, cellular foundations of viability and morphology analysis were
established in each hydrogel (G, H, and GH) environment, without incorporating CP particles.
Then, immunocytochemistry and immunofluorescence (ICC/IF) of α-SMA, Ki67, OCN/OPN,
and ARS staining were examined, with gel groups as G, GH, and GH-CP, to understand the
dynamics of osteogenic differentiation, along with thoughtful insights.
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4.5.1. Sub-periosteal pouch concept potentiates its synergetic collaboration with injectable
GH-CP, enabling flapless guided bone regeneration.
A minimally invasive trend has greatly influenced surgical dentistry, flourishing many
innovative techniques [1, 122, 123]. In our study, a sub-periosteal pouch concept of flapless
GBR is proposed (Fig. 3-1 B), which can be created via pinhole access under the mucogingival
junction, followed by internally detaching periosteum through a tunneling instrument. Then, an
injectable GH-CP can be squirted through a keratinized alveolar tissue into the subperiosteal
pouch through a needle-shape orifice or narrow tip. After the full cross-linking in situ, because
the penetrated tissue access is minimal, no flaps nor suturing may be necessary. Instead, in situ
blood clotting may be sufficient enough to achieve primary wound closure. This sub-periosteal
pouch concept can: 1) maximize the patient's comfort; 2) reduce surgical duration; 3) retain the
structural integrity of the graft-host union via a tension of completely enclosed alveolar tissues; 4)
allow faster healing with a completely closed wound environment; 5) increase the osteogenic
potential through periosteum-derived mesenchymal stem cells. This novel surgical technique
mimics the sub-sinusal space, one of the most osteogenically favorable oral and maxilla-facial
spaces.
4.5.2. Gtn-HA (GH) generates a favorable niche for bMSCs in terms of cell viability.
Our experiments revealed that bMSCs were viable as being fused within mechanically
tunable hydrogels, withstanding the simultaneous chemical cross-linking process, and persisting
its viability for 24 hours (see 4.4.1.) and 28 days (see 4.4.5.) after encapsulation. In spite of
obvious cytotoxicity of HRP and H2O2, 90% of cells were viable through both pre-gelated GtnHPA gel (Fig. 3-8 A) and post-gelated G and GH. This means that minimal concentration of
H2O2 in pre-gelated Gtn-HPA has insignificant influence on the survival of dissipated bMSCs, as
well as that HRP and H2O2 were rapidly depleted after going through the dual-syringe auto-mix
tip.
In spite of reported favorability of HA gel [76, 124], in our study, it showed a drastic
decrease of cell viability, compared to G and GH (Fig. 4-1 B). This phenomenon could be due to
high w/v% of gel, increasing its stiffness, which is reported to decrease cell proliferation [125].
Besides, Hyaluronan, a multifunctional glycosaminoglycan, is reported as having low cell
settlement properties [126] and the architectural foundation of the peri-cellular matrix, which
promotes cell detachment and rounding [127]. A little volume of the thin cast of a cross-linked
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gel may have also provided an insufficient niche for survival of bMSCs in HA gel. In our dual
syringe model, bMSCs were initially dispensed in Gtn-HPA within the pre-gelation syringe.
Interestingly, combination of HA-Tyr with Gtn-HPA, forming GH gel, has exhibited improved
cell viability, getting over 90% again (Fig. 4-1 B). This improvement can be due to the fact that
heterogeneity in GH may have created more permeable, porous, and favorable environment for
cells [79]. As a result, for the next following osteogenic experiments, experimental groups of G,
GH, and GH-CP were utilized.
4.5.3. The inter-matrix dynamic architecture of gels and integrin incorporation is a decisive
factor in adherence, morphology, and contractility of bMSCs.
Our study demonstrates various shapes of cytoplasmic phenotypes in submerged bMSCs
inside different gel groups as G gel with mostly elongated cells, H gel with mostly rounded cells,
and GH gel with both of cell types in half ratios (Fig. 4-1 A and C). Although MSCs tend to
express more adherent characteristics compared to hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
(HSPCs) [128], different appearances of bMSCs in our study lead us to thoughtful insights into
adherence, morphology, and contractility of MSCs.
Interconnection is a central bioengineering factor on any dynamic arrangements of
organisms or organelles. At a cellular level, the initial phase of interconnection of MSCs springs
with the adherence to the extracellular matrix (ECM) system for its further survival and proper
function [129]. For flourishing this biomimetic and adhesive matrix environment in bone tissue
engineering, several methods have been suggested in such ways of surface treatment, material
patterning, or utilizing natural biomaterials [130]. As demonstrated in our study, elongated or
spreading cells are observed microscopically (Fig. 4-1 A), which represents its fibrillar matrix
adherence structure in the form of matrix disruption [131]. This microscopically adhered mesh
system later serves as a critical role of shredding the cross-linked biopolymers for the ultimate
full physiological resorption, which may be essential for making space of neovascularization and
therefore, new bone formation.
Cell-matrix interaction gets initiated by cell-adherence mechanism, as operated with socalled integrins [129], which regulate the signaling cascade of transmembrane attachment on the
cytoskeleton. The gel (i.e., denatured collagen) contains β1 integrin receptors [132] for its
favorable cell attachment mechanism, while natural collagen fibers react with a different
mechanism [133] as operating functional responses. Linking these integrins and ECM proteins to
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the actin cytoskeleton, focal adhesions (FAs) fine-tune the adhesion capability [134]. Plus,
converting the gel status by heating even switches its integrin specificity [135]. These merits of
findings suggest the existence of different integrin receptor expressions amongst our different gel
groups in a way that G or GH gel is more favorable than H gel.
In our previous study, mixing two different gels Gtn-HPA and HA-Tyr together appears
increasing the physical stiffness and porosity together (See 3.5.3.). Usually, viscous substratum
limits cell motions [136], turning to possibly more constricted round shapes due to high stiffness,
which is supported by a reported study saying that cells cultured on soft medium display more
spreading properties compared to more elastic medium [137]. However, a different study states
that stiffer matrices indeed assist in increasing cell spreading to promote the osteogenesis [138].
Therefore, rather than the stiffness of matrices alone, cell morphology seems depended on the
correlation with integrin expressions and other interdisciplinary factors such as actin filaments.
By definition, actin filaments are cellular infrastructure system for transmitting the force
coming from contacting with surrounding substratum [139], which is often expressed with αSMA levels indicating its potential to osteogenic differentiation [114]. Cell spreading appearance
within the substrate can portray the intensification of actomyosin contractility ultimately leading
to osteogenic differentiation [140]. This actomyosin protein network allows the cells to feel such
mechano-perception via contractile forces upon its adherence to the substrate [134]. In a
molecular level, non-muscle myosin-II, which is an actin crosslinking protein as producing
filaments, become phosphorylated and exert forces to the matrix, which can then pushback from
a resistant matrix causing its positive feedback onto cytoskeletal actin filaments [141]. Our
ICC/IF study demonstrates a great level of α-SMA expression on all gel groups of G, GH, and
GH-CP (Fig. 4-3 A), meaning that bMSCs within all of our gel groups are capable of osteogenic
differentiation, probably due to its stiff 3D gel environment [142].
4.5.4. The proliferation (Ki67) potential of bMSCs does not seem to be different among the
three gel groups.
The proliferation (Ki67) of bMSCs seemed less significantly expressed (Fig. 4-3 A) than
other markers like DAPI and α-SMA on all of the gel groups (G, GH, GH-CP) in terms of size
and distribution, probably because of the time point of fixation and staining at 28 days, where
most of the cell proliferation was completed, as well as due to generally stiffer gel groups. Most
of the reported studies state that stiffer hydrogel environment causes less proliferation of MSCs
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[57, 143]. Nevertheless, for our study, Ki67 expression levels were mostly observed in between
dividing cells (Fig. 4-4 A). As explained previously (See 4.4.4.), cell counting method was
utilized to quantitatively compare possible differences amongst groups, which turned out to be
non-significant (Fig. 4-4 B), meaning that addition of HA-Tyr to Gtn-HPA or CP particles to GH
gel do not significantly affect their proliferation property. As mentioned before, it is also possible
that our experimental observation window was too late to detect any potential differences in
Ki67's proliferation rate level amongst different gel groups in terms of timeline.
4.5.5. Osteogenic potential increases with gel combination and calcium phosphate addition.
4.5.5.1. Elevated OCN and OPN levels, formulating OCN-OPN complexes, can induce a
positive feedback mechanism towards osteogenic differentiation.
During a late stage of osteogenic lineage, osteoblasts produce OCN proteins [144], which
serve as a terminating signal upon the maturation of bone matrix (a.k.a, mineralization inhibitor)
[116]. On the other hands, OPN is involved in a relatively early phase of osteogenic lineage
[145], as being enriched on the mineralized tissues with its primary function of provoking the
early signaling anchoring cascades of ligand-receptor interactions [146]. These interactive
anchorages from OPN are involved with cells like osteoblasts or osteoclasts [120], executing
such interactive osteoblast-osteoclast coupling [147] as a pivotal process in bone metabolism
and growth. OPN is shown to upregulate other osteoblast differentiation markers [148], as well
as to regulate periodontitis progression via the NF-κB pathway [149], all of which confirms its
orchestrating role in cell adherence.
Interestingly, in spite of its primary role as mineralization inhibition, the OCN gene can
positively interact with Runx2, inducing the osteoblast-specific gene transcription pathways both
in vitro and in vivo [150]. Investigative works of this synergetic role of OCN with other markers
have founded in vitro discovery of rapidly formulating high-affinity OCN-OPN complexes [151],
which may exist with merged expression and protein binding properties even after being bound
to the surface of hydroxyapatites, becoming the building blocks of calcium frameworks in
osteogenesis. A recently reported study also support the synergetic effect of OCN and OPN in
bone regeneration via enhancing the osteogenic potential of MSCs [152].
In our study, both immunofluorescence expression level of OCN/OPN (4-3 A and B) and
mineralization of ARS staining (4-5 A and D) showed the same expression pattern in an
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increasing order of G < GH < GH-CP. This observation describes the upregulated osteogenesis
upon the combination of two different gels as well as the addition of CP particles. By observing
the traces of interconnecting MSCs within GH gel (Fig. 4-2 C and D) and elevated OPN
expression level in GH and GH-CP gels, it is reasonable to state that the interactive cellular
adherence becomes more intense as combining two gels (i.e. Gtn-HA) and the CP addition,
possibly due to heterogenetic porosity (See 3.5.3.) and improved mechanical strength (See 3.5.6.
and 3.5.7.), respectively.
4.5.5.2. Stiffness of GH-CP can drive the cell fate of infused bMSCs into osteogenic lineages.
Stiffness or elasticity of matrices dictates the cell fate of MSCs [153, 154]. To elaborate,
substratum bearing high-affinity, low-affinity (highly dense), and low-affinity (less dense)
peptide cores promote MSCs into osteogenesis, myogenesis, and neurogenesis, respectively
[155]. Substratum with osteoid-like stiffness (10 to 40 kPa) leads into osteogenic differentiation,
whereas softer matrices (10 kPa) into myogenic differentiation [156]. By adding CP particles,
our GH-CP falls into the osteogenic range of stiffness with its compressive modulus as 16.8 kPa
(Fig. 3-10 G), along with higher OCN/OPN expression (Fig 4-3) and mineralization (Fig 4-5)
levels. As elaborated previously (See 4.5.3.), higher stiffness also advocates actin-myosin
assembly with contractile forces, as expressing stress fibers [157], for its positive influence on
osteogenic differentiation.
In our study, mechanical property increases as in order of G < GH < GH-CP, due to its
heterogenic covalent matrices of mesh framework (See 3.5.3.) and CP particle's physicochemical
interaction (See 3.5.4.) within GH gel. Such elevated mechanical stiffness of cross-linked
biopolymers boosts the osteogenesis of MSCs via endochondral ossification process [158]. In
spite of relatively small expression, notably, our G and GH gels without CP particles also
demonstrate OCN/OPN expression and mineralization (Fig. 4-3 and 4-5), meaning that our gel
framework modulus is stiff enough for initiating osteogenesis by itself. A reported study states
that different biopolymer stiffness also expresses different bone protein levels [159], which may
explain our findings of elevated expression of osteogenic differentiation with increased modulus.
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4.5.5.3. Mineral ions released from CP particles within GH-CP can promote osteogenic
differentiation of bMSCs.
Reported studies state that matrix-bound CP minerals get formulated within CP infused
gel composite with a dissolution of released calcium and phosphate ions, achieving the
equilibrium [160, 161] in the matrix system. Our study also demonstrates the observation of
more significantly displayed osteoid/calcified-bone boundary (OCBB) (Fig. 4-2 I) upon the
addition of CP particles, compared to a small fraction in mineralization within G and GH gels
(Fig. 4-5 A and D). This demonstration of the osteogenic differentiation and mineralization
without any osteoinductive components within the gel matrices, as well as the observable
osteogenic difference between GH and GH-CP, clearly indicates that the released mineral ions
from CP particles play a key role in terms of signaling osteogenic lineages. This mechanism has
already been figured out by Shih and co-workers [90] in such that extracellular phosphate ions
get transferred through sodium-phosphate symporter SLC20a1 into the cytoplasm, followed by
going through mitochondria for ATP synthesis and secretion. Then, this extracellular ATP gets
metabolized into adenosine which returns back to the cell to induce osteogenic differentiation
through the A2b adenosine receptor. Clearly, our results of upregulated de novo bone formation
in GH-CP gel (Fig. 4-5 A and D), compared to G and GH gels, support the aforementioned
anabolic mechanism of released mineral ions. Gross views of GH-CP (Ost.) shows evident new
bone formations both around CP particles and within the gel.
4.5.6. Heterogeneous interpenetrating gap striation (HIGS) theory
In our study, non-collagenous bone markers (osteocalcin and osteopontin) were
expressed in all of the gel groups of G, GH, and GH-CP (See 4.5.5.1.), yet its distribution pattern
in each group seemed unique. In G gel, the fluorescence of OCN/OPN was mostly restricted as
intra-cellularly. On the other hands, the fluorescence was both extra- and intra-cellularly
expressed in GH and GH-CP gels, yet more spread-out appearance was observed in GH-CP gel
(Fig. 4-3 A). Under the optical microscope, this extra-cellular fluorescence followed the
trajectory pattern of interconnecting lines (Fig. 4-2 C and D), which looked like 'crack-like' lines.
The mean gray values of OCN/OPN expression was also increased in order of G < GH < GH-CP
(Fig 4-3 B). These consistent differences became more significant, as no fluorescence was
observed with the control group stained with negative control mouse IgG fraction. Interestingly,
under the optical bright field and confocal views, mineralization pattern demonstrated the same
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kind of distribution pattern; mineralization fluorescence of ARS staining seemed intra-cellularly
expressed on every gel group under the Exp. medium. Ost:G gel group also expressed ARS
fluorescence intra-cellularly. Ost:GH and Ost:GH-CP gels clearly showed the same appearance
of spread-out distribution in mineralization, as following the 'crack-like' lines (Fig. 4-5 A).
Other reported studies describe this 'crack-like' lines with different terms such as
capillary structure [162] or sprouting [163], with their common interpretation of an etiological
factor in possible inhomogeneity of the gel [164]. This concept is also well-supported by our
findings in such a way of demonstrating more of these 'crack-like' appearances in GH and GHCP gels, compared to G gel. Plus, because we do not really observe these 'crack-like' lines in all
of the gel groups with Exp. medium (Fig. 4-2 A and Fig. 4-5 A), it is also possible that MSCs
undergoing the osteogenic differentiation with increased transmembrane activities of
transporting phosphate ions, ATP, adenosine (See 4.5.5.3.) may have created more gel
deformation tracings around the differentiating cells. In a reported observation study, hMSCs
turned out to congregate in the structurally softest, or most degraded, region of the gel [95],
which may explain the fluorescence and cellular aggregation phenomenon in our GH and GH-CP
gels (Fig. 4-3 A) within its possible irregularity of gel consistency around the 'crack-like' lines.
Another interesting explanation of the enigma in our results can be exosomes.
Intracellularly, during the osteogenic differentiation, matrix vesicles with calcium and phosphate
ions are produced in the mitochondria and excreted extracellularly targeting to deposit within the
collagen fibrils [165]. During this process, the exosomes with bioactive molecules originated
from Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum, budding to the plasma membrane as a multivesicular body (MVB), spreading extracellularly [166]. This Golgi system completes the
glycosylation of pro-collagen as packaging them to granules to the cell membrane before the
final secretion [167]. Because these exosomes usually contain proteins, miRNA, and mRNA
[168], it is reasonable to assume that our non-collagenous bone proteins of OCN and OPN may
have also packaged within these exosomes. The size of each exosome is usually around 50nm,
which is approximately 20 to 100 fold smaller than the average fluorescent OCN/OPN dots
(around 1 to 5µm diameter) in our results. The bigger sizes and shapes of fluorescence can be
explained with the possible formation of OCN-OPN complexes (See 4.5.5.1.) with its high
affinity since the fluorescence is expressed in non-uniform patterns (small/medium dots, spreadout, aggregated, etc).
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Similar to the exosomes, matrix vesicles (MVs) get originated from the plasma
membrane of osteogenic cells and seen at the initial phase of mineral formation, before matrix
mineralization [169]. MVs consist of its parental phospholipids with calcium channel proteins,
called annexins [170], which is in hexameric architecture for transporting calcium ions [171] and
with type III sodium-dependent phosphate transporter for carrying phosphate ions, all of which
becomes apatite formation within MVs [172]. In our results, Exp. medium groups, as well as G
gel of both Exp. and Ost., clearly demonstrate mineralization expressed intra-cellularly,
portraying non-secreted MVs with calcium and phosphate ions. Observing the mineralization
being expressed extra-cellularly in GH and GH-CP gels under the Ost. medium, following the
'crack-line' appearances, it probably illustrates secreted MVs outside the cells during the
osteogenic differentiation. Interestingly, MVs do not bind to denatured collagens or gelatins [173]
but to type II and X collagen [170] or just collagens [173]. Because of this characteristic,
calcium/phosphate ion-containing MVs may have hardly propelled out of the cells but instead
stuck intra-cellularly in the monolithic G gel groups. Vice versa, these MVs may have found its
extracellular pathways relatively easily in between the porous heterogeneity of GH and GH-CP
gels.
This existence of porosity in heterogenic GH gel (See 3.5.3.) may have created the
aforementioned 'crack-like' lines within the gels, in which a new theoretical terminology,
heterogeneous interpenetrating gap striation (HIGS), can be introduced. It is then assumed
that excreted exosomes with non-collagenous bone proteins (OCN/OPN) and matrix vesicles
with calcium/phosphate ions may get trapped within this conceptual interstitial spaces of HIGS.
This entrapment may facilitate creating OCN-OPN complexes which positively enhance
osteogenic differentiation (See. 4.5.5.1.). Then, MCs with inner calcium/phosphate ions
surrounded by its phospholipids may initiate its own nucleation of nanocrystals, as shown in the
extracellular mineralization of our gels (Fig. 4-5). A larger size of fluorescent expressions can be
explained with a reported study exhibiting the aggregation of osteoinductive or differentiation
factors [174]. According to our data, we propose that HIGS is formulated through: 1)
inhomogeneity of mixing different gel types; 2) proximal deformation of gels surrounding an
active osteogenic cell; and 3) progressive entrapment of exosomes and MVs, creating a physical
spatial gap, positively influencing the osteogenic differentiation.
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4.5.7. “Cling Osteogenesis” theory: simultaneous contact and distance osteogenesis
In bone tissue engineering, numerous methods have been engaged to provoke de novo
bone formation in non-mineralized hydrogels [175]. Particularly, the addition of inorganic or
calcium phosphate particles has been incorporated and observed producing subsequent wellintegrated mineralization with surrounding tissues, yet the sequential mechanism has not yet
been introduced. A classic investigation of new bone formation from implanted calcified
cartilage [176] potentiates a possible simultaneously active de novo bone formation within GHCP.
Throughout our results, we propose a theoretical concept, called "cling osteogenesis"
(Fig. 4-8), as a new bone tissue engineering perspective. This terminology describes a
simultaneous de novo bone formation of contact and distance osteogenesis, followed by ultimate
interconnection through "cling zone" as a bridging moiety. Distance osteogenesis (DO), first
termed in describing a phenomenon of peri-implant bone formation from the pre-existing bone
towards the implant surface [177], is used as a description of osteogenic differentiation at HIGS
(See 4.5.6.) comprised of exosomes with non-collagenous bone proteins and matrix vesicles
containing hydroxyapatites. Contact osteogenesis (CO) is also a term originally describing periimplant endosseous healing in such a way that osteogenic cells initiate its first de novo bone
formation from the implant surface [178]. Similarly, in our concept of "cling osteogenesis," CO
is used to represent such osteogenic anabolism originating from the surface of CP particles.
Because DO and CO co-occur in multiple areas within the gel substratum, the interconnecting
zones where CO and DO get adjoined together is termed as "cling zone," where a dynamic gel
deformation from actively proliferating osteogenic cells may occur, and therefore attracting more
cells, exosomes, and matrix vesicles. These aggregated residues may cause tractional forces as
initiating gel deformation in a spread-out spongy fashion (Fig. 4-2 C), becoming a potentially
beneficial source of neovascularization and providing room for new bone formation.
bMSCs differentiate into osteoblast-like cells after up-taking extracellular phosphate ions
(See 4.5.5.3.), followed by releasing osteoid matrix [179] via exosomes and matrix vesicles (See
4.5.6.) to the regions at CO and DO simultaneously. These matrices of osteoid moieties,
comprised of collagen fibrils, proteoglycans, and non-collagenous proteins, are known to get
larger and thicker through mineralization of apatite formations [180]. This enlargement
advocates the continuous growth of calcium phosphate nucleation from both CO and DO.
Further, these crystalized minerals can accumulate between fibrillar spaces but also within the
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fibrils themselves [181], supporting the initiation of DO within embedded hydroxyapatites of
aggregated matrix vesicles at HIGS. Within the heterogenic biopolymers of GH-CP, these CP
nucleation residues may have strengthened its physicochemical strength (See Chapter 3) due to
the fact that positively charged polymers attract negatively charged units such as carbonate and
phosphate [86], while negatively charged carboxyl groups join with calcium ions, directing
mineral nucleation and propagation [88, 89]. Since the stiffness of osseous structures is dictated
not by the mineral density but by the orientation of apatite crystallization [182], this theoretical
cling osteogenesis of interconnecting de novo bone formations within C.O. and D.O. may further
progressively improve its stiffness of this graft architecture in terms of providing densely
formulated fibrillation as a multi-directional mesh net framework.

4.6. Summary
Viability testing of different gel groups (G, H, GH gels) was performed to assess the
cytotoxicity of each biopolymer substratum, followed by the morphology analysis of bone
marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs). Then, different gel combinations (G, GH,
GH-CP gels) were grouped to evaluate proliferation (Ki67); contractility (α-smooth muscle actin,
α-SMA); differentiation (osteocalcin/osteopontin, OCN/OPN); and mineralization (Alizarin Red
S, ARS, staining). For viability, G and GH gels revealed a highly favorable state, while H gel
showed inferiority. Each gel illustrated different morphological traits of bMSCs on the G gel as
mostly elongated; the H gel as mostly rounded; and the GH gel as half mixed. With no apparent
differences among the three gel groups, α-SMA showed a prominent expression compared to
Ki67 levels. Interestingly, GH-CP gel, as expressed with both intra- and extra-cellularly, resulted
in a greater osteogenic potential of OCN/OPN levels and ARS staining compared to G and GH
gels. From these observations, heterogeneous interpenetrating gap striation (HIGS) and cling
osteogenesis theories were termed and introduced.
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Chapter 5 - In vitro evaluation of chemoattractants (rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2)
on GH-CP
5.1. Introduction
To understand the osteogenesis in cell-matrix medium, investigations in the proliferation
and differentiation of bMSCs have been studied in previous chapters. In a real clinical
application of GH-CP, whether injecting it with stem cells or not, migration of osteogenic cells
within the gel matrices becomes pivotal in terms of establishing a deep penetration into the core
and adhering onto the surface of CP particles for contact osteogenesis. Our lab's previous
reported study discovered that incorporating chemoattractants with the gels induces the attraction
and migration of MSCs into the gel system [62]. In normal physiology during the periosteal
wound healing, platelet-rich plasma (PRP) fused in the clot with abundant natural growth factors
and platelets provokes so-called chemotactic cues, yet this provisional matrix dissolves away fast
in our body. Consequently, in recent bone graft science, numerous studies have recently
attempted incorporating chemoattractants on the bone graft substitutes, via a process of precoating in bone conditioned medium [7, 183]. However, understanding the release rate of these
chemoattractants from the graft-host union in vivo is realistically challenging, yet we know that
the natural provisional matrices get physiologically dissolved away in a couple of days.
Therefore, whether utilizing these extra clinical steps of pre-soaking chemoattractants delivers a
clinically relevant significance remains as questionable.
5.2. Objective, hypothesis, aims, and rationale
The objective of the investigative work illustrated in this chapter is to evaluate the
release, migration, and osteogenic potentials of chemoattractants (platelet-derived growth factorBB or PDGF-BB; and fibroblast growth factor-2 or FGF-2) on GH-CP, as well as to validate a
current surgical concept of pre-soaking chemoattractants on the bone graft particulates.
The release potential of chemoattractants from GH-CP is investigated via testing four
different gel groups as:
1. G + chemoattractants group: “G+GFs"
2. GH + chemoattractants group: "GH+GFs"
3. GH-CP + chemoattractants mixed in the gel group: "GH-CP+GFs"
4. GH-CP + chemoattractants pre-soaked on the CP: "GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)"
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The migration and osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs are analyzed via testing four
different gel groups as:
1. GH-CP
2. GH + chemoattractants group: "GH+GFs"
3. GH-CP + chemoattractants mixed in the gel group: "GH-CP+GFs"
4. GH-CP + chemoattractants pre-soaked on the CP: "GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)"
Our primary hypothesis is that incorporating the chemoattractants in GH-CP improves
its migrative potential and osteogenic differentiation. A second hypothesis is that pre-soaking
the CP particles with chemoattractants contributes as a more favorable modality of bone tissue
engineering (BTE) in terms of sustained release potential and chemotaxis of bMSCs.
The specific aims are to: 1) measure the total release (%) of rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 from
the different gel groups [G+GFs, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)]; 2)
quantitatively analyze the migration of bMSCs in different gel groups [GH-CP, GH+GFs, GHCP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)]; 3) assess the osteogenic differentiation of gel groups
in regards to spatial distribution.
Along with previous findings on the heterogeneity of GH (See 4.5.4. and 4.5.6.) and the
influence of CP addition (See 3.5.4. and 3.5.9.) on GH-CP, as well as the major clinical enigma
of pre-soaking effect, it becomes logical to question the progressively releasing phenomenon of
chemoattractants from the cross-linked gels. This investigation will allow us to learn the
sustainability of chemoattractants within different gel combinations, outlining foundational
guideline for this modality's future clinical application. Chemoattractants of this chapter
(rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2) have been selected due to the fact that one of the most abundant plateletderived growth factors is PDGF-BB [13], and FGF-2 is a popularly utilized cell modulator [184].
Particularly, many reported studies have demonstrated the synergetic effectiveness of PDGFBB/FGF-2 on the growth of MSCs [185–188]. In spite of the currently available platelet-rich
plasma (PRP) utilization, this chapter has rather focused more on investigating the behaviors of
MSCs and the influence of pre-soaking chemoattractants on CP particles, as well as their
dynamic influence on the osteogenic differentiation, via using only two growth factors. Prior to
in vivo trial in the near future, incorporation of PRP may be our next trajectory experiment.
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This chapter has explored various new in vitro experimental methodologies. This chapter
is the first study recording a live-cell monitoring on the early migration of bMSCs within crosslinked cell infused gel/particle composites, along with novel quantification criteria outlining the
cell velocity, acceleration, and randomness behavior. This chapter is the first investigative work
looking at whether the addition of CP particles inside gel matrices plays a role in preventing the
growth factor release. This chapter is the very first study designing the proof-of-concept that presoaked bone graft particulates with chemoattractants may draw the chemotaxis of osteogenic
cells.
5.3. Materials and methods
The same laboratory techniques of culturing bMSCs (See 4.3.1.), gel cast fabrication (See
4.3.2.), culturing mediums/replacement protocol (See 4.3.3.), and ICC/IF (See 4.3.5.) from
Chapter 4 were utilized for this chapter. However, during the pilot experiments of live-cell
monitoring within the 17-hours recording window, under the same in vitro setting in Chapter 3
and 4 of gels (i.e. [HRP] as 0.5U/mL and [H2O2] as 6.8mM), detectable cell migration was not
observed. Then, our next pilot experiments were run with less stiff concentrations of [HRP] as
0.1U/mL and [H2O2] as 1.2mM, from the previously reported investigation in our lab (Fig. 3-9 D
and E); consequently, we successfully demonstrated the observable migration of bMSCs.
Therefore, for this chapter's experiments, to understand the correlation of pre-soaking
chemoattractants, the gel concentrations of [HRP] as .1U/mL and [H2O2] as 1.2mM were utilized
while keeping other experimental methods and materials as the same.
5.3.1. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect released chemoattractants
(rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2)
To explore the release potential from different gel groups, through our pre-established
dual-syringe auto-mix injection system (See 3.3.1.), chemoattractants of recombinant human
PDGF-BB (PeproTech Inc.) and recombinant human FGF-2 (PeproTech Inc.) were incorporated
into the gel fabrication process of different gel groups as G+GFs, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and
GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked). For this consolidation, the stock solutions of rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2
(i.e., 10µg/mL each) were diluted 50 times into the final cast gel with its target concentration of
200ng/mL each. Therefore, for the dual-syringe auto-mix system with a total volume 1.5mL,
30µL of each rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 were loaded to the pre-gelating syringe side of Gtn-
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HPA, followed by an immediate cross-linking through an auto-mix tip with its verified mixing
capability (See 3.5.5.). For this experiment purpose, rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 were grouped
separately in a way to fabricate two different sets of gel casts, and to investigate each growthfactor's individual behavior in GH-CP. Each drop of injection was incrementally dispensed on a
total of six cryotubes as a serial loading until emptying all of the volumes from the syringe,
allocating each tube with an approximately 230µL volume of cast gel. Then, 1mL of PBS was
put inside each tube at 37°C for 7 days, along with daily collection of the PBS with released
rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2. Starting on the first day, 500µL of the solution was collected before
refilling another 500µL of PBS on each gel group, and this collection process continued for 7
days. The total time duration of 7 days was chosen because it is the most activated, chemotactic,
migrative phase of MSCs in periosteal wound healing, where the initial sign of woven bone
formation appears [189].
Released rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 were detected by using a human PDGF/FGF-basic
standard ABTS ELISA development kits. Rabbit Anti-Human PDGF-BB/FGF + 2.5mg Dmannitol were diluted with PBS to a concentration of 1.0µg/mL and captured on a 96-well
ELISA plate (Costar® Assay plate, coming, Kennebunk ME, USA) overnight at room
temperature. After washing one time with 0.05% Tween-20 in PBS and two times with PBS, the
plate was blocked with 300µL of 1% BSA in PBS for 2 hours at room temperature. After
washing with the same aforementioned steps, 100µL of standard solutions (sequentially diluted
PDGF-BB standard from 1000pg/mL and FGF-basic from 4000pg/mL) and samples were
immediately added and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. After washing steps,
detection antibody was diluted to 0.25ug/mL and added with 100µL per well at room
temperature for 2 hours. After another washing steps, Avidin-HRP conjugate was diluted of
1:2000 and added with 100µL per well at room temperature for 30 minutes. Then, after the last
washing steps, 100µL of ABTS liquid substrate was added per well and immediately incubated
at a 37°C warm room as foiled. The color change was read using Gen5TM plate reader (Biotek®,
Winooski, VT, USA).
5.3.2. Live-cell imaging
For this experiment, direct gel casts (See 4.3.2.) were fabricated incorporated with
chemoattractants in groups of GH-CP, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked).
Prior to injection of gel groups, agarose gel was pre-layered under each well. Then, 30µL of each
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rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 (50X dilution) were pre-dispensed into each syringe of a dual-syringe
auto-mix model with a total volume of 1.5mL with an approximate volume of 120µL on each
sample. Incremental injection method (See 5.3.1.) was also utilized for this experiment to
achieve as dispersed growth-factors as possible within each cross-linked gel samples. Our pilot
experiments demonstrated that ideal observation time-point of cell migration within the
recording duration of 17 hours is around 40 hours after the gel fabrication. Accordingly,
fabricated gel casts were stored in the expansion medium at 37°C for two days, prior to recording
the live-cell monitoring using Nikon Eclipse Ti-E with HUBC Inverted Phase Contrast
Fluorescent Microscope (Cambridge Scientific Corp., MA, USA). During the recording of 17
hours, with image capturing every 10 minutes, the plate with MSCs infused gels was kept in a
physiologic state, inside a full enclosure system (InVivo Scientific LLC., MA, USA), achieving a
closed loop heating system to keep the sterile gaseous condition and auto-equilibrating
humidification system, all of which balanced the intaglio condition of gas to 37°C and 95%
humidity. Then, utilizing the Image J software (NIH, Bethesda, MD), cellular migration was
investigated in terms of quantifying the velocity, acceleration, and randomness of direction.
5.3.2.1. Randomness behavior quantification
Besides typical velocity or acceleration analysis, a new innovative quantitative analysis
of migrating bMSCs was designed for randomness behavior quantification. Each migration
tracing of every gel group (Fig. 5-4 A) from Image J Software was analyzed. For this unique
analysis, to filter out any potential type I errors, the inclusion criteria of counting randomness
incident were created in such ways that: 1) changing degree should be less than 90 degrees; 2)
the length of the migration segment should be greater than 10µm (Fig. 5-4 B).
5.3.3. Osteogenic differentiation (distributional OCN/OPN expression)
The same protocols were followed for the thin gel fabrication (See 5.3.2.) to make the
same experimental groups of GH-CP, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked).
Then, the same osteogenic differentiation protocol (See 4.3.3.) was performed for 28 days,
followed by the fixation and staining protocols for ICC/IF of osteocalcin (OCN) and osteopontin
(OPN) (See 4.3.5.).
Notably, to depict potentially different OCN/OPN fluorescence distribution in reference
to CP particles, different segments of locations were categorized as: 1) Calcium phosphate
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particles (CP); 2) Osteoid/calcified-bone boundary (OCBB); and 3) Gel (Fig. 5-8 B). Then, as
pre-established in the previous chapter (See 4.3.5.), four regions of interests (ROIs) with a
diameter of 100μm were selected originating from the most visually fluorescent areas in each
location of the aforementioned categories. For further analysis, ROI of calcium (ROI-C),
representing combined CP and OCBB together, and ROI of gel (ROI-G) were categorized (Fig.
5-8 C), followed by selecting the four most florescent locations on each group. The sum of these
four selected ROIs became either RID of ROI-C or ROI-G. Then, RawInDent (RID) was attained
for the following computations as follow:
RawInDent (RID) = MeanGrayValue * Pixels of selected region
RID of ROI-C = Sum of RIDs of the four ROI-C selected regions
RID of ROI-G = Sum of RIDs of the four ROI-G selected regions
Total RID = (RID of ROI-C) + (RID of ROI-G)
% RID of ROI-C = (RID of ROI-C) / Total RID * 100
For this % RID of ROI-C, merged image files of OCN/OPN were used rather than
separately for the ease of interpretation. Mean gray values, utilizing the same analyzing
techniques from the previous chapter (See. 4.3.5.), was assessed to compare each gel group's
OCN/OPN expression magnitudes (Fig. 5-8 E). Then, % RID of ROI-C of each gel groups
containing CP particles were analyzed (Fig. 5-8 D) to understand the correlation between presoaking chemoattractants and fluorescence distribution near OCBB (n=6).
5.3.4. Statistics
Data in this chapter are described as mean ± standard deviation, standard error, or min &
max. Statistical significance was examined by unpaired t-test, or one- / two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). In such cases of significance in ANOVA, Tukey's or Fisher’s PLSD posthoc multiple comparison tests were run with a significance criterion of p < 0.05 using GraphPad
Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., CA, USA).

5.4. Results
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5.4.1. Comparison of released rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2
As explained in 5.3.1., collected samples with released rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 were
separately examined with ELISA experiment kits (Fig. 5-1 A). Consequently, total release (%) of
rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 were independently assessed for the gel groups of G+GFs, GH+GFs,
GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked).
One-way ANOVA demonstrated a statistical significance (p = 0.0004) between total
release (%) of rhPDGF-BB and different gel groups. Tukey's post-hoc test showed a statistically
significant difference of GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) group on G+GFs group (p < 0.05), on
GH+GFs group (p < 0.001), and on GH-CP+GFs (p < 0.01). Average mean values of total
release in G+GFs, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked), are 7.17 ± 2.16%,
10.17 ± 0.74%, 8.82 ± 1.48%, and 3.90 ± 1.13%, respectively (n=6, mean ± S.D.), (Fig. 5-1 B).
However, one-way ANOVA revealed no statistical significance (p = .4711) between total
release (%) of rhFGF-2 and different gel groups. Average mean values of total release in G+GFs,
GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked), are 22.14 ± 14.95%, 35.45 ± 24.16%,
21.80 ± 18.30%, 9.178 ± 10.60%, respectively (Fig. 5-1 C).
5.4.2. Migration analysis of bMSCs
Utilizing with Nikon Eclipse Ti-E with HUBC Inverted Phase Contrast Fluorescent
Microscope (Cambridge Scientific Corp., MA, USA) and a full enclosure system (InVivo
Scientific LLC., MA, USA), 17 hours of live-cell monitoring was recorded on each gel group of
GH-CP, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (See 5.3.2.). Along with the
Image J software, randomly selected cells were chosen for manual tracing analysis, which
illustrated a clear difference amongst different gel groups visually (Fig. 5-2). This noticeable
difference was further quantitatively analyzed.
5.4.2.1. Velocity
Tracings from each group displayed varying total distances (Fig. 5-3 A), and therefore
different velocities (μm/min) from each cell group. One-factor ANOVA showed a statistically
significant difference in velocity on different gel groups (p < 0.0001). Tukey's post-hoc test
showed statistically significant differences (p < 0.0001) amongst all of the compared gels, except
GH-CP and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p < 0.05), which still showed a difference (Fig. 5-3 C).
The average velocities of migrating bMSCs in GH-CP, GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-
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CP+GFs (pre-soaked) were 0.052 ± 0.014μm/min, 0.359 ± 0.021μm/min, 0.235 ± 0.040μm/min,
0.097 ± 0.027μm/min (n=6, mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 5-3 C).
5.4.2.2. Acceleration
Because each image capturing of live-cell monitoring was done in every 10 minutes, via
dividing each time point's velocity by 10 minutes, it was possible to spread acceleration
distributions at each time point (Fig. 5-3 B). Qualitatively, the acceleration frequencies were in
order from the most to the least as GH+GFs > GH-CP+GFs > GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) > GHCP (Fig. 5-3 D). One-factor ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference in the average
acceleration on different gel groups (p < 0.0001). Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically
significant differences (p < 0.0001) amongst all of the compared gels, except GH-CP and GHCP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p > 0.05). The average accelerations of migrating bMSCs in GH-CP,
GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) were 0.005373 ± 0.006286μm/min^2,
0.03735 ± 0.03834μm/min^2, 0.02439 ± 0.007393μm/min^2, 0.01009 ± 0.008305μm/min^2,
respectively (n=6, mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 5-3 E).
5.4.2.3. Randomness behavior of bMSCs
As previously depicted, randomness behavior of bMSCs was quantified with a new
innovative method (See 5.3.2.1.). Randomness incident turned out to reveal a statistical
significance (p < 0.0001) amongst different gel groups. Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically
significant differences of GH-CP+GFs on GH-CP (p < 0.001), on GH+GFs (p < 0.001), and on
GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p < 0.001). Average mean values of randomness incident in GH-CP,
GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) were 0.6667 ± 0.5164, 0.3333 ± 0.5164,
2.833 ± 1.329, and 0.5000 ± 0.5477, respectively (n=6, mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 5-4 C).
5.4.2.4. Qualitative observations in the chemotaxis of bMSCs towards pre-soaked CP particles
with rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2.
Throughout the live-cell monitoring experiment, bMSCs in GH-CP demonstrated several
shreds of evidence in chemotactic migration within the surface of CP particles. bMSCs
demonstrated acceleration, changing its morphology from circular (~15μm) to elongated linear
(~45μm), as approaching towards the pre-soaked CP particles (Fig. 5-5). Then, once bMSC
attaches on the surface of CP particle, it demonstrated its flexible cytoplasmic changes as
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becoming cuboidal (~20μm) and adhered linear shape (~30μm) (Fig. 5-6). It was also
demonstrated that already adhered bMSC migrating on the surface of CP particle with a much
greater elongated shape (~50μm) (Fig. 5-7).
5.4.3. Distributional osteogenic (OCN/OPN) expression
Osteogenic differentiation with OCN/OPN expression in GH-CP was pre-established in
the previous chapter (See 4.4.5.), along with its affirmation of de novo bone formation (See
4.4.6.). For this experiment, because of utilizing less stiff concentrations of HRP and H2O2 (See
5.3.), the migration phenomenon of cells was observed (See 5.4.2.4.), and therefore, a more
thorough analysis was conducted (See 5.3.3.) to quantify the distributional aspects of OCN/OPN
expressions.
5.4.3.1. OCN expression
Two-factor ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference of OCN expression
level on different culturing mediums (p < 0.0001) and on different gel groups (p = 0.0012) (Fig.
5-8 E). The Fisher's PLSD post-hoc test demonstrated a statistically significant difference
amongst Ost:GH-CP vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (p = 0.0003), Ost:GH-CP vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (presoaked) (p < 0.0001), Ost:GH+GFs vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (p = 0.0046), and Ost:GH+GFs vs.
Ost:GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p = 0.0008). The average mean gray values of OCN in Exp:GHCP, Exp:GH+GFs, Exp:GH-CP+GFs, and Exp:GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) are 1.02 ± 0.22, 0.53 ±
0.23, 1.23 ± 0.49, and 1.93 ± 0.31, respectively (n=6, mean ± SEM). Then, the average mean
gray values of OCN in Ost:GH-CP, Ost:GH+GFs, Ost:GH-CP+GFs, and Ost:GH-CP+GFs (presoaked) are 2.91 ± 0.45, 4.54 ± 0.57, 9.11 ± 2.08, and 10.14 ± 1.81, respectively (n=6, mean ±
SEM) (Fig. 5-8 E).
5.4.3.2. OPN expression
Two-factor ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference of OPN expression level
on different culturing mediums (p < 0.0001) and on different gel groups (p = 0.028) (Fig. 5-8 E).
The Fisher's PLSD post-hoc test demonstrated a statistically significant difference amongst
Ost:GH-CP vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (p = 0.012), Ost:GH-CP vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p =
0.0009), Ost:GH+GFs vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs (p = 0.084), and Ost:GH+GFs vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs
(pre-soaked) (p = 0.008). The average mean gray values of OPN in Exp:GH-CP, Exp:GH+GFs,
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Exp:GH-CP+GFs, and Exp:GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) are 0.82 ± 0.24, 0.61 ± 0.16, 1.15 ± 0.51,
and 1.30 ± 0.46, respectively (n=6, mean ± SEM). Then, the average mean gray values of OPN
in Ost:GH-CP, Ost:GH+GFs, Ost:GH-CP+GFs, and Ost:GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) are 1.95 ±
0.52, 3.34 ± 0.93, 6.05 ± 1.96, and 7.66 ± 1.88, respectively (n=6, mean ± SEM) (Fig. 5-8 E).
5.4.3.3. OCN vs OPN expression
Unpaired t-test with Welch's correction demonstrated that there was no statistically
significant difference of OCN vs. OPN on Ost:GH-CP+GFs (p = .3251), as well as on Ost:GHCP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p = 3784) (Fig. 5-8 E).
5.4.3.4. % RID of ROI-C
As explained previously (See 5.3.3.), % RID of ROI-C was calculated to measure how
much OCN/OPN expression levels were located within the osteoid/calcified-bone boundary
(OCBB) (Fig. 5-8 B and C), as opposed within the gel matrices.
One-factor ANOVA revealed a statistically significant effect of different gel groups on %
RID of ROI-C (p = 0.0312). Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically significant differences in %
RID of ROI-C between GH-CP+GFs and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) (p < 0.05). Average mean
values of % RID of ROI-C in GH-CP, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) are 55.83 ±
24.42%, 54.50 ± 3.94%, and 77.33 ± 7.63%, respectively (n=6, mean ± S.D.).
5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. Chemoattractants are the engineering booster in cellular dynamics.
No doubt, the role of chemoattractants is pivotal in any cellular activities in living
organisms. A target cell expresses such binding affinity for the chemoattractants to stimulate
genetic expressions via a signaling pathway [190]. In a skeletal engineering perspective,
recruitment of osteoblasts via released chemoattractants from the local resorption site dictates
bone remodeling [191]. Ectopically embedded bone graft particulates are known to heal through
a sequence of endochondral ossification, yet chemoattractant infused scaffolds appear to attract
the inducible osteogenic cells from soft connective tissue, differentiating into mature osteoblasts
[192]. This signaling property introduces a concept that recombinant chemoattractants may
upregulate local stem cells in terms of further enhancing proliferation and differentiation through
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the influx of more chemoattractants. Along with our lab's positive preliminary data [62]
regarding chemotactic recruitment of bMSCs towards growth factor infused hydrogel, this
chapter's study has incorporated the rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 for assessing the chemotactic and
osteogenic roles of bMSCs within our gel groups.
5.5.2. rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 have their distinct roles but share a synergetic potential in
osteogenesis.
One of the most intensely investigated chemoattractants is a platelet-derived growth
factor-BB (PDGF-BB) which is found in the alpha granules within the clotted matrix of platelets
and bone matrix [193] during the endosseous or periosteal wound healing. Upon the
degranulation of platelet, numerous growth factors like PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB,
VEGF, EGF, vitronectin get released. Out of these multiple isoforms, PDGF-BB is known as the
universal due to its capacity to adhere to most receptor isotypes and its physiological potency
[194]. PDGF-BB signals and orchestrates various cellular components such as extracellular
matrix, PDGF-receptor presenting cells, endothelial cells, pericytes, mesenchymal stem cells.
PDGF-BB adheres to the pericellular matrix via the C-terminus binding motif, while keeping its
close proximity to vascular endothelial cells, and formulates a gradient of chemoattractants
attracting pericytes [195] which bring new endothelial cells into the site [196]. These
chemoattracted pericytes become active osteogenic cells [197]. PDGF-BB serves as a strong
mitogen not only for pericytes but also for available activated MSCs [198], as well as modulates
other osteogenic factors such as bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) [199]. PDGF-BB also
adjoin the infiltratively growing anastomotic vasculatures with PDGF-BB-expressing pericytes
and MSCs, which creates a structural stabilization of the whole matrix union [195]. Further, the
clinical usage of rhPDGF-BB has already been established [6], via its incorporation with
β‐tricalcium phosphate and approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (GEM 21S,
BioMimetic Therapeutics) for treating periodontal defects [14].
Similarly, FGF-2 is also a strong mitogen for osteogenic cells [200] and within the bone
matrix for controlling the bone remodeling [201], although FGF-2 is more known for inducing
endothelial cell proliferation so as to accentuate tube-like trajectory formations [202]. FGF-2 (or
bFGF) is known for activating the osteocalcin promoter [144], and FGF-2 infused
hydroxyapatite granules has demonstrated proliferation and osteogenic differentiation [203].
Further, bMSCs on the hyaluronate-based polymer scaffold with FGF-2 notably improved
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osteogenic expressions and mineralization. In vivo studies of administrating FGF both
systemically and locally has significantly elevated bone composition and stimulated callus
remodeling and endosseous wound healing [204]. Another in vivo rabbit skull defect model
demonstrated the positive influence of FGF-2 towards bone formation [205]. It is also reported
that even a one-time injection of rhFGF-2 has advanced osteogenesis in a distraction model of
rabbit tibia [206]. A synergetic effect of FGF-2, when coadministered with BMP-2, has also been
shown with increased mineralization [207].
As mentioned above, PDGF-BB and FGF-2 share many common resulting outcomes
from signaling such as inducing angiogenesis [208], which is one of the most critical
components in bone graft healing [3], although FGF-2 demonstrates a more potent effect on the
angiogenesis than PDGF-BB [202]. Interestingly, a recently published study states that costimulation of PDGF-BB and FGF-2 has upregulated more additive mitogenic effect. Our study
demonstrated a possibility that the addition of rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2 synergistically
improves its migrative potential and osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs within gel polymers.
5.5.3. Covalently cross-linked status in hydrogels influences the adsorption of
chemoattractants with variability.
Just like a provisional matrix of platelets during periosteal wound healing dissolves away
in a couple of days, chemoattractants by themselves do not stay in situ any longer than that.
Especially, exogenously infused rhPDGF-BB persists in a shorter period of time; a reported
labeling study states that only 4% of the initial PDGF-BB gets remained at the site after only 96
hours [208]. When a solution of FGF is injected through in vivo, it has been shown that they
instantly lose their functional capability through the diffusional spread and enzymatic
inactivation [209]. To improve this natural dissipative phenomenon, an effort of lengthening the
longevity of FGF-2 has been successfully attempted in vitro via incorporating a hydrogel,
achieving three weeks of sustained release [210].
Protein adsorption and its release property depend on variable aspects of substratum such
as charges, molecular morphology, crystallography, and porosity [211]. Hence, utilization of
hydrogels for the purpose of the sustained release of incorporated proteins show predictable
outcomes. The chemoattractants normally secure themselves within the extracellular matrix
(ECM) binding with proteoglycans and fibronectin, and therefore, also adhere within the ECMmimicking hydrogel matrices until the enzymatic breakdown of hydrogel structures [212], which
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is the fundamental concept of sustained release. Particularly, gelatin (i.e. denatured collagen)
with negatively charged acidic carboxyl groups (See 3.5.4.) is investigated to hold and carry
FGF-2 through ionic bonding [87, 213]. A reported study also mentions that low water content is
another factor of improving the release property, therefore its functional effect as well [214].
All of the gel groups in our experiment with rhPDGF-BB revealed much higher
adsorption, having less than 10% as a total release in 28 days, compared to with rhFGF-2. This
release potential difference may be explained with unequal average dimensional sizes with
PDGF-BB as 35 KDa and FGF-2 as 17.2 kDa proteins [215]. The larger size of PDGF-BB could
have simply had less likelihood of releasing out of the gel matrices. Another explanation can be
binding affinity dynamics. The affinity of immobilized FGF-2 is shown to be low with
vitronectin and/or fibronectin [215], whereas PDGF-BB with high affinity [216]. This different
binding characteristic could have caused rhPDGF-BB with higher adsorption on our gels (Fig.
5-1 B), while FGF-2 showed a relatively fast release rate (Fig. 5-1 C). Most importantly, GHCP+GFs (pre-soaked) gel group has upregulated the adsorption property statistically on rhPDGFBB and grossly on rhFGF-2 (Fig. 5-1 B & C), which potentiates a possibility of even slower
releasing capability from the bone graft union to maximize the prolonged de novo bone
formation. Another interesting observation is with larger fluctuation in rhFGF-2 compared to
rhPDGF-BB, referring to a more consistent binding affinity of rhPDGF-BB than rhFGF-2 within
polymer matrices.
5.5.4. Incorporation of chemoattractants (rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2) promotes cellular migrative
potential.
Our lab's preliminary data has already demonstrated such chemotactic attachment and
migration of MSCs towards growth factor infused hydrogels [62] but have not yet investigated
velocity, acceleration nor the pattern of direction. Typically, MSCs tend to migrate towards more
greater stiffness [217], followed by their diverse differentiation potentials or cell fate upon the
varying elasticity of surrounded substratum [218, 219] (See 4.5.5.2.), which is well correlated
with the rationale of contact osteogenesis and our cling osteogenesis theory (See 4.5.7.). Simply,
migrated MSCs may localize themselves onto stiff materials like surface of CP particles or HIGS
(see 4.5.6.) and then differentiate into osteoblast-like cells, followed by the excretion of osteoid.
In this chapter, 17 hours of live-cell monitoring (See 5.3.2.) has demonstrated distinguishing
features of migrative patterns among different groups. From comparing GH-CP vs. GH-CP+GFs
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gel, it is clear that addition of rhPDGF-BB/rh-FGF2 has enhanced both velocity (Fig. 5-3 C) and
acceleration frequencies (Fig. 5-3 B & D) of bMSCs. Interestingly, OCN/OPN expressions have
been also significantly more expressed upon the addition of rhPDGF-BB/rh-FGF-2 (Fig. 5-8 A &
E). These findings may portray a favorable osteogenic differentiation with addition of
chemoattractants due to improving migrative potential of bMSCs deep into the core of bone graft
union or to the surface of CP particles, potentiating the simultaneous osteogenesis and
neovascularization throughout the whole grafted space, instead of limiting on the superficial
surface.
5.5.5. Addition of CP particles dissipates the directional cues of bMSCs but increases
osteogenic differentiation.
The addition of CP particles has been shown to increase both mechanical properties (See
3.5.4.) and therefore osteogenic potential (See 4.5.5.) as well. In our study, incorporating growth
factors has demonstrated its positive influence on cellular migrative potential (See 5.5.4.), which
may enhance cellular penetration within the gel matrices for more spread-out osteogenesis.
Interestingly, a reported study states that the influence of growth factors has been only observed
with the soft substratum, whereas stiff substratum is sufficient enough to lead osteogenic
differentiation by itself whether or not in the existence of growth factors [220], which
emphasizes the key role of mechanical stiffness of gel polymers upon its osteogenic lineage.
In our results, the addition of CP particles (GH+GFs vs. GH-CP+GFs) has affected the
directional cues of bMSCs becoming from unidirectional to multidirectional (Fig. 5-3 A). This
observation is confirmed by another analysis of randomness quantification (Fig. 5-4 C), where
incorporating CP particles in the gel polymers clearly makes bMSCs migrating in a more
randomly fashion. This interesting cellular behavior may be due to affected elastic and
compression modulus within the gel complex from added CP particles (See 3.5.4.), as simply
creating mechanical irregularities for various cellular trajectory pathways. Plus, released mineral
ions from CP particles (See 4.5.5.3.), along with aggregated bone matrix complexes within HIGS
(See 4.5.6.), may have formulated both physical and ionic interconnections to scatter cellular
direction. It is reasonable, then, to state that incorporated rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 have affected
bMSCs in both GH+GFs and GH-CP+GFs by looking at the similarly upregulated acceleration
frequencies (Fig. 5-3 B & D). Nevertheless, looking at the different average values of velocity
(Fig. 5-3 C) and acceleration (Fig. 5-3 E) between Ost:GH+GFs vs. Ost:GH-CP+GFs, the
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dissipative role of CP particles upon cellular migration is reinforced. Although this affected
cellular migration may seem to negatively affect the osteogenic differentiation, it has indeed
expressed a higher level of OCN/OPN (Fig. 5-8 A & E). This finding can be correlated with a
reported study revealing that cellular migration is an early fraction of osteogenesis, where the
migrating potential disappears by the time MSCs begin differentiating for osteogenesis with
increased adhesiveness [221]. These findings and insights give a comprehensive perception that
infused CP particles seem to disrupt unidirectionally migrating bMSCs but at the same time
intensifies osteogenic potential.
5.5.6. Pre-soaking CP particles in chemoattractants (rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2) upregulates its
adsorption, chemotactic attachment of bMSCs, and therefore more contact osteogenesis.
Upon the platelet degranulation, pre-synthesized growth factors get secreted in 10
minutes, followed by its 90% secretion in the first hour [222]. Hence, bone conditioned media
(BCM), which is a culture medium from autogenously harvested bone chips for 24 hours [223],
has been introduced and shown its superior and predictable osteogenic efficiency in collagen
barrier membrane [224] and bone graft particulates [8]. Recently, a possible synergistic TGFβ1/BMP-2 activity in BCM has been also demonstrated [225]. However, a rapidly dissolving
property of the provisional clotted matrix gives a questionable efficacy of BCM in a real clinical
environment.
Along with the demonstration of sustained release of chemoattractants in our gel groups
(See 5.5.3.), pre-soaking CP particles has enhanced even slower release rate (Fig. 5-1 B) as less
than 5% in 28 days. This outcome may have been due to micro- and macro-porosity of calcium
phosphate particles, which provides such highly adsorptive surface features of adhering
chemoattractive proteins. Interestingly, acceleration frequency seems concentrated in the middle
of recording (Fig. 5-3 B), portraying the existence of possible tracking force from the CP
particles towards bMSCs, so-called chemotaxis. Randomness quantification also illustrates that
bMSCs become more uni-directional (Fig 5-4 C) towards rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 pre-soaked CP
particles during the live-cell monitoring (Fig. 5-5). Notably, the approaching bMSC changes its
morphology from an ovoid shape (~8µm diameter) to a linear and elongated shape (~15µm
diameter) (Fig. 5-5). Interestingly, once adhered on CP particle surface, bMSCs become larger in
size (~25µm diameter) and still exhibits continuous dynamic contractility (Fig. 5-6) and
migrating potential (Fig. 5-7) with its much more elongated shape (50~100µm). Infiltrating early
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osteoprogenitor cells are similar to and indistinguishable from fibroblastic cells [226], although
pre-osteoblastic cells have larger nuclei than fibroblastic precursors [227]. Less activated
osteoblasts are known to be more elongated and flatter surface parallel to the bone surface, as
well as the volume, in the forms called bone-lining cells [228]. This morphological dynamic well
supports our results in this chapter that infiltrating bMSCs may accelerate with fibroblastic
appearance until their adherence on CP surface where they become more elongated and larger
getting ready for osteogenic differentiation. Particularly, GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) gel showed
much more exaggerated osteoid/calcified-bone boundary (OCBB) (Fig. 5-8 B) along with highly
intensified OCN/OPN expressions (Fig. 5-8 C). Osteogenic cells may have demonstrated a socalled agglomeration behavior through OCBB and even in gel substratum without CP particles
(Fig. 5-3 A). Clustered osteoblasts are known to get together via tight junction [229] and
communicate with gap junctions [230], all of which may have elevated osteogenic differentiation
and osteoid depositions formulating OCBB (Fig. 5-8 B). Fascinatedly, % RID of ROI-C (See
5.3.3.) turns out to be greater in GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked) than in GH-CP+GFs, which is a
possible evidence of more contact osteogenesis. Whether or not more contact osteogenesis
creates a difference in structural integrity should be further investigated in a possible next in vivo
and ex vivo mechanical experiment.
5.6. Summary
The total release (%) of rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2 from the different gel groups [G+GFs,
GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)] were measured to assess the
adsorptiveness of chemoattractants in each gel group. Then, different gel groups [GH-CP,
GH+GFs, GH-CP+GFs, and GH-CP+GFs (pre-soaked)] were evaluated to investigate the
chemotactic and osteogenic roles of bMSCs via incorporating rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2.
Incorporation of the chemoattractants, rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2, in GH-CP improved its migrative
potential and osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs. It was also demonstrated that pre-soaking CP
particles with the chemoattractants results in attachment of bMSCs, with the possibility of
contact osteogenesis. The culture medium also exhibited notable effects on this in vitro
differentiation capability.
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Chapter 6 - Ex vivo volumetric cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
analysis and in vivo feasibility of GH-CP in GBR environment
6.1. Introduction
Previous chapters have successfully illustrated mechanical (Chapter 3), cellular (Chapter
4), and chemotactic (Chapter 5) aspects of GH-CP, enlightening its potential application as a
next generation modality of bone tissue engineering (BTE). Along with these in vitro
experiments, for its ultimate clinical application, translational studies are essential as a next
trajectory step. Current in vivo animal models of BTE frequently necessitate histological analysis
after euthanizing samples. Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan has shown its
potential in the implant dentistry market due to less radiographic exposure and better efficiency.
However, very few studies have incorporated CBCT as a non-invasive analyzing armamentarium
in BTE research, particularly, for the purpose of investigating cross-linked hydrogels. Further, in
the field of guided bone regeneration (GBR), although many biological and cellular
investigations have been reported, such biomechanical investigations as quantifying the
structural integrity of the graft-host union in a physiologically mimicking condition have not yet
been explored.
6.2. Objective, hypothesis, aims, and rationale
The objective of the investigative work illustrated in this chapter is to optimize a
quantitative experimental design protocol for utilizing CBCT on ex vivo samples, as well as to
evaluate the biomechanical volumetric changes of GH-CP in different GBR defect mimicking
lesions (i.e. 1-wall or 3-wall defects) under the physiological setting.
This biomechanical investigation is a comparative analysis with two groups as:
1.

Calcium phosphate only group: "CP"

2.

Gelatin-hyaluronan calcium phosphate group: "GH-CP"

Our primary hypothesis is that GH-CP is more structurally resistant, compared to CP,
under the condition of primary wound closure. A second hypothesis is that the one-wall defect is
more prone to volumetric changes, compared to the three-wall defect in GBR environment.
The specific aims are to: 1) design a quantifiable ex vivo goat mandible model with GBR
mimicking lesions; 2) calibrate the CBCT location and density setting using the software; 3)
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build an in vitro device to generate force application, mimicking the primary wound closure
tissue tension; 4) compare the volumetric deformations of two different graft groups (i.e. CP and
GH-CP).
Although previous chapters of our study have assessed the mechanical and cellular
foundations of GH-CP, a further translational interpretation is still necessary before its eventual
clinical implementation. This study will allow us to directly compare the biomechanical rigidity
of conventional bone graft particulates and GH-CP in GBR mimicking defects. This finding may
not only support our previous outcomes of favorable physical and cellular aspects of GH-CP but
also introduce a new surgical technique, along with a potential schematic of novel device.
This study consists of several newly established experimental designs and methods. This
study is the first investigative work optimizing the repeatable position and density calibration of
ex vivo bone samples using the CBCT, followed by utilizing implant surgical planning software
CoDiagnostiXTM. Further, to generate the same mucoperiosteal flap tension force, which is on
the range of .15~.2N [55], a novel laboratory device, mucoperiosteal flap tension mimicking
torquing (MFTMT) device, has been developed and employed for this chapter. Lastly, this
chapter is the first study examining a structural deformation of grafted materials under the
physiology-mimicking condition with different GBR defect lesions.
6.3. Materials and methods
6.3.1. Surgically extracted goat mandibular bone pieces
An adult 2-3 years old female Spanish caprine (45 kg) was euthanized during our lab's
another IRB approved animal experiment, followed by harvesting the whole goat mandible via
surgical dissection (Fig 6-1 A and B). The attained mandible bone was sectioned into multiple
pieces (Fig 6-1 C) and dipped into 10% buffered formalin for ten days. After full dehydration in
a fume hood for seven days, different volumetric sizes (Fig. 6-1 D) and types of GBR mimicking
defects (Fig. 6-1 E) were created for pilot experiments and optimization.
6.3.2. CBCT calibration of position and density
The sectioned mandibular pieces with selected defect sizes and locations for in vitro
biomechanical testing were optimized with Kodak 9000 Extraoral Imaging System CBCT in
terms of finding its repeatable fixation jig position of ideal vertical and horizontal axis (Fig. 6-2
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C) and voxel sizes (Fig. 6-2 A and B) in the software system for proper visualization of CP
particles and GH gel. Once captured with CBCT, the Hounsfield units of the image were
properly segmented to visualize our region of interest (Fig. 6-2 D), followed by alignment
calibration in the software CoDiagnostiXTM (Fig. 6-2 E) for a proper display acquisition of crosssectional images (Fig. 6-2 F).
6.3.3. Mucoperiosteal flap tension mimicking torquer (MFTMT) device
Mimicking the same physiological condition of mucoperiosteal flap tension as a novel
laboratory device, mucoperiosteal flap tension mimicking torquer (MFTMT) device was
developed and utilized (Fig. 6-3). Assemblies of MFTMT were composed of Straumann RC
implant analog/RC screw, urethane dimethacrylate, condensation silicone putty, and nylon-based
plastic paper with their functions as a connector, base plate/joining aid, stabilizer, and tissuemimicker, respectively. Each bony piece was stabilized with polymerized condensation silicone
so that we could not only make it firmly stabilized while applying forces through the MFTMT
device but also precisely relocate the assembly on the CBCT scanner with pre-marked reference
lines. Because of the average mucoperiosteal flap tension for primary wound closure known
as .15~.2N [55] and the rotating radius created by urethane dimethacrylate with 1.5cm as
connected with polytetrafluoroethylene string, our Straumann torquing ranch was applied with
around 0.15Ncm to create a physiologically mimicking biomechanical pressure to the
experimental groups of graft materials (Fig. 6-3 B).
6.3.4. Volumetric deformation quantification
Pre-CBCT scans of each bone piece with four samples of our two experimental groups
(i.e. CP and GH-CP) were taken, followed by post-CBCT after applying compressive forces with
approximately 0.15Ncm torque through the MFTMT device (Fig. 6-3 C). Then each crosssectional slide of the same reference position were used to measure the deformation. Each
positional grit of pre-CBCT on each image was verified for fine-tuning the position of the postCBCT image through utilizing supplementary anatomical reference points and lines as illustrated
on the figure 6-4 A and explained below.
For one-wall defect,
Anatomical reference lines = A) line, created by connecting b) to c), and C) line, created by connecting e) and f)
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Then, anatomical points b) and e) were used to create a tangent line to the measuring point of a) and d) each.
Pre-CT measured lines for CP and GH-CP were drawn as B) line and D) line, respectively.

For three-wall defect,
Anatomical reference points were designated at the deepest and most corner position as h) and j), followed by
drawing anatomical reference lines to the most extended points as g) and i).
Pre-CT measured lines for CP and GH were drawn as E) line and F) line, respectively.

Then, Post-CT scanning was performed in the exact same position as pre-CT, followed by the same positional
calibration, calculating the deformation ratio as below.
Deformation ratio (%) = [(Pre-CT measured line) - (Post-CT measured line)] / (Pre-CT measured line) * 100%

6.4. Results
6.4.1. Calibration of GBR mimicking defect sizes and locations
According to the pilot experiment with MFTMT device, out of four different defect
lesions (socket, one-wall, two-walls, three-walls) (Fig. 6-1 E), only one wall and three wall
defects demonstrated its ideal positional relation to the nylon-based plastic side of the torquing
device. Further, the ideal volume necessary for the experiment, throughout the pilot experiment
with different corticonomy sizes (Fig. 6-1 D), turned out to be approximately 300µL in terms of
location and enough thickness to get affected by MFTMT device.
6.4.2. Calibration of CBCT
Each mandibular piece was stabilized with silicone putty fixation and pre-calibrated for
its vertical and horizontal axis for repeatable positioning (Fig. 6-3 C). Final optimized
radiographic set-up of CBCT was 60kV and 2.0mA, along with voxel size as 76µm.
6.4.3. Volumetric deformation ratio (%)
Two-factor ANOVA revealed a statistical significance of deformation ratio (%) on
different graft materials (i.e., CP vs. CH-CP) (p = 0.0035) and on different bony defect walls (p
= 0.0191) (Fig. 6-4 B).
Tukey's post-hoc test showed statistically significant differences in CP:1-wall defect vs.
CP:3-wall defect (p < 0.05), CP:1-wall defect vs. GH-CP:1-wall defect (p < 0.01), and CP:1-wall
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defect vs. GH-CP:3-wall defect (p < 0.01). The average mean values of CP:1-wall defect, CP:3wall defect, GH-CP:1-wall defect, and GH-CP:3-wall defect was 17.72 ± 6.25%, 8.12 ± 3.53%,
6.32 ± 2.78%, and 5.05 ± 2.20%, respectively (n=4, mean ± S.D.) (Fig. 6-4 B).
6.5. Discussion
6.5.1. GH-CP presents with a more superior structural integrity under the physiologic
mucoperiosteal tension of primary wound closure.
Along with our mucoperiosteal flap tension mimicking torquer (MFTMT) (Fig 6-3), a
direct volumetric comparison of CP vs. GH-CP is performed under the physiologically mimicked
tension application. Interestingly, GH-CP has demonstrated its superior viscoelasticity in terms
of keeping its original shape in one-wall defect or onlay grafting scenario, while three-wall
defect has not really shown a statistical difference (Fig. 6-4 A & B). This interesting observation
potentiates its future inclusion criteria of clinical application. For example, post-extractive socket
preservation may not have a structural benefit from GH-CP, while a tunneled subperiosteal
pouch GBR may have its potential efficiency. Combined with our cellular (Chapter 4) and
chemotactic (Chapter 5) investigative outcomes, the potential effectiveness of GH-CP becomes
even greater with this translational verification of structural integrity.
6.5.2. In vivo feasibility of GH-CP in GBR environment: a complete subperiosteal pouch
concept
Current GBR procedures with volumetric expansion from augmentation require a high
level of complexities with several technique-sensitive steps like; 1) full-thickness mucoperiosteal
flap design; 2) corticonomies for oozing bone marrows; 3) layering structurally stable bovine
bone hydroxyapatites on top of osteogenic autogenous bone chips [231]; 4) internal periosteal
incision to increase releasing capacity of flap tissue; 5) various types of stabilizing mattress
sutures or tacking screws [232].
One of the key factors to achieve a successful periosteal wound healing with bone
grafting is the structural integrity of graft-host union [3]. Therefore, clinicians utilize various
GBR techniques, emphasizing the importance of stability in grafted materials, such as; 1)
layering structurally stable bovine bone hydroxyapatites on top of the osteogenic autogenous
bone chips with double layered barrier membranes [233]; 2) utilizing anchorage bone tacking
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screws [232]; or 3) creating a tunneled subperiosteal pouch [2, 6]. The current subperiosteal
pouch is created with single or double long vertical incisions where insertion of collagen barrier
membrane may still be necessary to block the infiltration of epithelial cells from the open wound
environment. Consequently, completely injectable bone graft particulates with the hydrogel
matrix substratum, through a needle-gauge tube, enables a new paradigm of flapless GBR, where
accessing the surgical site through an extremely small surgical access becomes feasible (Fig. 6-5).
This conceptual flapless GBR procedure may not even necessitate technique-sensitive suturing
closures because in situ hemorrhagic clotting may be sufficient enough to achieve primary
wound closure. In a case of pre-edentulous alveolar ridges, periosteum detachment without
raising any invasive flaps using a tunneling technique can successfully create a fully intact
subperiosteal pouch where inserted graft materials can be stabilized through the surrounding
attached anatomical mucoperiosteal architectures. This micro-invasive approach can maximize
the comfort of patients, shorten the operative duration, and decrease surgical complications.
To come up with a more specific clinical guideline with GH-CP, further investigations of
in vivo analysis to figure out the amount of new bone regeneration, epithelial tissue infiltrations,
total tissue shrinkage, keratinized tissue formation, etc., are necessary to systematically
categorize different thickness of necessary keratinized tissues, size of a surgical site, and the
amount of necessary subperiosteal pouch volume for a certain amount of expansion. Several
clinical scenarios (immediate socket preservation procedure, vertical/horizontal bone
augmentation, contour GBR, etc) may also be developed for its practical application.
6.6. Summary
A translational cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) volumetric experiment of GBR
in an ex vivo model was employed to investigate the structural integrity of the graft-host union.
Our ex vivo volumetric CBCT analysis revealed structural integrity of GH-CP over the
conventional calcium phosphate not in the three-wall but in the one-wall defect.
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Chapter 7 - Limitations and future work
For the purpose of cellular investigations, this thesis has chosen a methodology of
infusing the mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) within GH-CP. This investigative method does not
necessarily mean that we should incorporate MSCs in our future in vivo trials. Especially, since
merchandising multiple components together seems realistically challenging in terms of FDA
regulatory approval, GH-CP without MSCs may be initially tested on our next in vivo pilot trial.
Goat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSCs) in our thesis experiments have
been extracted from one or two animal's blood bone marrow. It would have been much more
strong if multiple animals are used for this bMSCs acquisition. Later, if we decide to incorporate
bMSCs infused GH-CP as in vivo investigations, a highly purified cell line may be necessary.
Since both of gels (Gtn-HPA and HA-Tyr) have been donated from our collaborative
company (A*STAR, Singapore), and therefore limited in volume, experimental groups and
sample sizes are kept as concise as possible. With the unlimited volume of gels, more groups and
sample sizes may have been tested; for example, rheological (Fig. 3-9), compressive (Fig. 3-10),
and swelling (Fig. 3-11) tests may have been examined with not only GH-CP but also with G and
GH for testing the correlation of different CP particle sizes.
For qualitative and quantitative analysis of osteogenic differentiation and mineralization,
confocal immunofluorescence (OCN/OPN and ARS staining) has been investigated with its
distributional interpretations. For more robust data support, either polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) or western blot test may be conducted as a supplementary in vitro experiment, although a
thorough methodological design is first necessary to properly and precisely filter out bone matrix
adhered CP particles from the gel substratum.
Prior to proceeding to in vivo experiment, several supplementary in vitro tests may be
conducted such as degradation, pH, calcium/phosphate ion measurements in terms of
comprehensive data collection. Plus, chemoattractant release experiment and cell tests may be
combined together in a way to reveal such cellular response to the released growth factor
substrates.
Although migration of bMSCs has been well demonstrated in this thesis via live cell
monitoring, a different experimental approach of migration assay can be also performed to
visualize the recruitment of cells from the medium attaching to the surface of gel substrate cores.
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Plus, live cell monitoring may have been incorporated with fluorescent dyes for its high-grade
visualization.
Highly likely, next trajectory experiment may be an in vivo trial, probably utilizing a
simple rabbit tibial model or cranial bone model with critical size defects. For this trial, GH-CP
without incorporating bMSCs can be initially tested to see its efficacy. Then, later, we can decide
to incorporate chemoattractants in GH-CP. If so, incorporating method and possible option of
utilizing lysate of platelet-rich plasma may be also considered.
Our ultimate goal for GH-CP is its future clinical application at GBR surgical arena, as
well as other potential clinical scenarios like recession treatment, periodontal defects and/or periimplantitis. Therefore, after the aforementioned experiments, possible collaborative work with a
company may be considered, followed by patent application of both dual-syringe auto-mix
device and GH-CP gel. Then, we can finally apply for FDA approval, as well as final product
licensing.
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions
Throughout the data from previous chapters, our thesis exhibits an encouraging level of
evidence that gelatin-hyaluronan calcium phosphate (GH-CP) can render such an ideal
substratum condition with structurally rigid, osteogenic, osteoconductive, and osteoinductive
potentials in a realm of bio-tissue engineering. Notably, the establishment of a dual-syringe automix system ensures GH-CP as a truly injectable bone graft delivering modality, which portrays a
clinical favorability in translational orthopedic research, particularly, in a conceptual clinical
scenario of flapless guided bone regeneration. Both pre-/post-gelated GH-CP has demonstrated
microscopically well-dispersed CP particles and bMSCs. This mechanically fine-tunable GH-CP
demonstrated higher storage and compressive modulus, and reduced swelling and expansion
ratios, compared to gelatin (G) and gelatin-hyaluronan (GH) gels.
G and GH gels also revealed highly favorable viability, while H gel showed inferiority.
Each gel illustrated different morphological traits of bMSCs on the G gel as mostly elongated;
the H gel as mostly rounded; and the GH gel as half mixed. With no apparent differences among
the three gel groups, α-SMA showed a prominent expression compared to Ki67 level.
Interestingly, GH-CP gel, as expressed with both intra- and extra-cellularly, resulted in a greater
osteogenic potential of OCN/OPN levels and ARS staining compared to G and GH gels.
Pre-soaking of CP particles with the chemoattractants, rhPDGF-BB/rhFGF-2, results in
attachment of bMSCs, with the possibility of contact osteogenesis. The culture medium also
exhibited notable effects on this in vitro differentiation capability.
Along with the aforementioned cellular outcomes, our ex vivo volumetric CBCT analysis
also revealed structural integrity of GH-CP over the conventional calcium phosphate.
Collectively, these findings provide favorable in vitro physicochemical and osteogenic
support for GH-CP to be utilized in such flapless GBR surgical arena with its further potentials
in incorporating diverse pharmacotherapeutics, such as potential lysates derived from human
platelet-rich plasma (PRP) in the future.
Our next work will be an in vivo test of the animal model with critical size defects to
investigate the osteogenic efficacy of GH-CP.
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Chapter 9 - Figures and tables

Figure 1-1 Diagram of components in gelatin-hyaluronan calcium phosphate (GH-CP) (Image
courtesy of Young K. Kim).
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Figure 3-1 (A) Covalent cross-linking mechanisms of Gtn-HPA and HA-Tyr; (B) Schematic
diagram of flapless GBR (Image courtesy of Young K. Kim).
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Figure 3-2 Different sizes of CP particles (~100µm, ~175µm, and ~250µm).
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Figure 3-3 Sedimentation phenomenon (A) Pre-gelation CP sinking phenomenon; (B)
Quantitative analysis of clogging issue (C = vertical distance of sinking CP particles, G = total
vertical distance of gel); (C) Inclusion pie graphs (n=6).
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Figure 3-4 (A) Schematic drawing of the dual syringe model; (B) First prototype; (C) Second
prototype; (D) Final syringe system; (E) Too rigidly cross-linked GH gel; (F) Too weakly crosslinked GH gel; (G) Cross-linked GH-CP; (H) Fine tuning [HRP] and [H2O2].
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Figure 3-5 (A) Sequential experimental photographs of pre-gelation CP sedimentation test;
(B) Complete sinking seconds (n=7): Unpaired t-test, n=7, ****p-value < .0001.
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Figure 3-6 Post-gelation gap distance: (A) Idealized microscopic-view of CP particles (10 w/v%)
in GH gel (n=4).
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Figure 3-7 Distribution of bMSCs and CP particles within cross-linked GH-CP through (A)
small orifice tip and (B) large orifice tip. Each gel was stained with DAPI and phalloidin, Factin staining solution (Thermo Fisher), to observe nucleus and actin cytoskeleton; (C) Interparticle/cellular distance: Two-way ANOVA, n=4, mean ± min & max., ns as p-value > .05.
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Figure 3-8 Dual syringe system for GH-CP: (A) Molecular schematic diagram; (B) Dissipated
CP particles in pre-gelated HA-Tyr; (C) Schematic of an auto-mix tip; (D) Cross-linked 3D cast
sample of GH-CP (6mm in diameter and 3-4mm in thickness).
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Figure 3-9 (A) A Zwick/Roell Z2.5 static materials tester (Zwick GmbH & Co., Ulm, Germany);
(B) Before the compression; (C) After the compression; (D) Typical nominal (red) and true
stress/strain curves (blue); (E) Typical loading and unloading curve; (F) Compression modulus
(E) in Pa with different particle sizes (n=3, mean ± S.D.); (G) E in Pa with different gel groups:
One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey's post-hoc test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating
the mean, *p-value < 0.05, ***p-value < .001.
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Figure 3-10 (A) A Zwick/Roell Z2.5 static materials tester (Zwick GmbH & Co., Ulm, Germany);
(B) Before the compression; (C) After the compression; (D) Typical nominal (red) and true
stress/strain curves (blue); (E) Typical loading and unloading curve; (F) Compression modulus
(E) in Pa with different particle sizes (n=3, mean ± S.D.); (G) E in Pa with different gel groups:
One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey's post-hoc test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating
the mean, *p-value < 0.05, ***p-value < .001.
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Figure 3-11 (A) Swelling ratio (%) with different particle sizes (n=3, mean ± S.D.) after 7 days;
(B) Swelling ratio (%) with different gel groups: One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey's post-hoc
test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, *p-value < 0.05, **p-value < .01.

Figure 3-12 (A) Gross photos of the expanded gel groups after 7 days; (B) Gels with a scaling
bar (10mm); (C) Expansion ratio (%) with different gel groups: One-way ANOVA, followed by
Tukey's post-hoc test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, *p-value < 0.05,
***p-value < .001.
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Figure 4-1 (A) Live/dead viability cytotoxicity kit was utilized for viability test. Live cell was
stained with Calcein AM, while dead cell was stained by Ethd-1 (white arrows). bMSCs in
different gel groups were measured, via calculating the ratio of live cells over total cells, after 24
hours; (B) Cell viability for bMSCs incorporated with different gel groups: One-way ANOVA,
n=6, mean ± S.D., ****p-value < .0001; (C) Cell morphology ratio within different gel groups:
Two-way ANOVA, n=6, mean ± S.E., ***p-value < .001, ****p-value < .0001.
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Figure 4-2 A hypothetical cascade of de novo bone formation of bMSCs (white arrows) in GHCP (28 days) in vitro under optical microscopy (30 X).
(A) bMSCs in expansion medium; (B) bMSCs in osteogenic medium; (C) Inter-connecting lines
within GH-CP; (D) Docking MSC on the surface of CP; (E) Adhered MSCs; (F) Osteoid
deposition from contact osteogenesis (red) and distance osteogenesis (blue); (G) Initial de novo
bone formation; (H) Prolonged de novo bone formation; (I) Cling zone (yellow) from“Cling
osteogenesis” theory to form osteoid/calcified-bone boundary (OCBB) (See Fig. 4-8).
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Figure 4-3 (A) Osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs in different gel groups (28 days) with
immunofluorescence staining analysis (n=6): DAPI (1/25,000), anti-alpha smooth muscle actin
antibody ab5694 (α-SMA) (1/400), Anti-Ki67 antibody ab15580 (Ki-67) (1/1000), AntiOsteocalcin antibody ab13418 (OCN) (1/200), Anti-Osteopontin antibody ab8448 (OPN)
(1/1000); (B) Mean gray values of OCN/OPN in different gel groups: Two-way ANOVA, n=6,
mean ± S.E., *p-value < .05., **p-value < .01., ***p-value < .001, ****p-value < .0001.
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Figure 4-4 (A) Proliferating bMSCs with immunofluorescence staining analysis: DAPI
(1/25,000), anti-alpha smooth muscle actin antibody ab5694 (α-SMA) (1/400), Anti-Ki67
antibody ab15580 (Ki-67) (1/1000); (B) Total Ki-67 in different gel groups: One-way ANOVA,
n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, ns as p-value > .05.
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Figure 4-5 (A) Alizarin Red S (ARS) staining for mineralization in different gel groups (28 days).
Calcium deposits appearing as dark nodules under the bright field of optical microscopy and as
red nodules under the confocal microscopy.; (B) Gross views of ARS stained and washed GHCP gels; (C) Circular region of interest (ROI) with a diameter of 100μm, originating at the
center of a visible cell.; (D) Mean gray values of ARS fluorescence in different gel groups: Twoway ANOVA, n=6, mean ± S.E., **p-value < .01.
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Figure 4-6 (A) ARS fluorescence around CP particles in GH-CP with inter-distant
segmentations (directed from the cell → medium → CP).; (B) Gray values of ARS fluorescence
at the selected ROI of 50 pixels (a = ROI at the zone 2; b = ROI at the zone 5); (C) Mean gray
values of ARS fluorescence at ROIs: Unpaired t-test, n=4, mean ± S.D., ***p-value < .001.
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Figure 4-7 Schematic diagram of “Heterogeneous Interpenetrating Gap Striation” (HIGS)
theory - Termed by & diagram courtesy of Young. K. Kim
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Figure 4-8 Schematic diagram of “Cling Osteogenesis” theory - Termed by & diagram courtesy
of Young. K. Kim
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Figure 5-1 (A) A sample plate using a human PDGF/FGF-basic standard ABTS ELISA
development kits; (B) Total % release of PDGF-BB in different gel groups (after 7 days); (C)
Total % release of FGF-2 in different gel groups (after 7 days) (One-way ANOVA, followed by
Tukey’s post-hoc test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, ns as p-value > .05,
*p-value < .05, **p-value < .01, ***p-value < .001).

Figure 5-2 Time-lapse images of live cell monitoring using Nikon Eclipse Ti-E with HUBC
Inverted Phase Contrast Fluorescent Microscope (Cambridge Scientific Corp., MA, USA):
colored lines as individual cell tracing records (n = 6).
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Figure 5-3 (A) Live cell monitoring tracings (Image J software); (B) Raw graphs of acceleration
distribution; (C) Mean velocity (μm/min) of proliferating bMSCs within different gel groups:
One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test, n=6, mean ± S.E; (D) Acceleration
(μm/min^2) distribution of proliferating bMSCs within different gel groups (n=6); (E) Mean
acceleration (μm/min^2) of each gel group: One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test,
n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, ****p-value < .0001.
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Figure 5-4 (A) Sample tracings of proliferating bMSCs; (B) Inclusion criteria of randomness
quantification; (C) Randomness incidents of proliferating bMSCs in different gel groups: Oneway ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test, n=6, mean ± S.E., ***p-value < .001.
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Figure 5-5 Time-lapse optical microscopic images of accelerated bMSCs towards pre-soaked
CP particles with rhPDGF-BB and rhFGF-2.

Figure 5-6 Time-lapse optical microscopic images of contraction of bMSC attaching on the
surface of CP.
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Figure 5-7 Time-lapse optical microscopic images of elongated morphology of migrating bMSC
on the surface of CP.
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Figure 5-8 (A) Osteogenic differentiation of bMSCs in different gel groups (28 days) with
ICC/IF staining analysis (n=6) under the magnification of 30X: DAPI (1/25,000), OCN (1/200),
OPN (1/1000); (B) Bright field view (30X); (C) Inclusion criteria of immunofluorescence in
ROI-G or ROI-C; (D) % RID of ROI-C within different gel groups: One-way ANOVA, followed
by Tukey’s post-hoc test, n=6, a box-and-whiskers plot, + indicating the mean, *p-value < 0.05;
(E) Mean gray values of OCN/OPN in different gel groups: Two-way ANOVA, followed by the
Fisher’s PLSD test, and unpaired t-test, n=6, mean ± S.E., *p-value < .05., **p-value < .01.,
***p-value < .001, ****p-value < .0001.
Abbreviations: Immunocytochemistry/immunofluorscence (IFF/IC), Anti-Osteocalcin antibody ab13418
(OCN), Anti-Osteopontin antibody ab8448 (OPN), Region of interest within gel (ROI-G),
Osteoid/calcified-bone boundary (OCBB), Region of interest on the surface of CP and within OCBB
(ROI-C).
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Figure 6-1 Surgically extracted goat mandible in (A) lateral view; (B) horizontal view; (C)
sectioned mandible pieces; (D) circular corticonomies in different sizes for calibration; (E)
different GBR mimicking defects.
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Figure 6-2 (A) Cone beam computed topography (CBCT) exposure calibration; (B) CBCT
locational calibration; (C) Stabilized sample goat mandible piece ready for imaging; (D)
Segmented DICOM image; (E) Alignment calibration; (F) A view in the software
(CoDiagnostiXTM).
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Figure 6-3 (A) Components for mucoperiosteal flap tension mimicking torquer (MFTMT) developed by Young K. Kim; (B) Assembled MFTMT ready for use; (C) Flowchart of ex vivo
volumetric computed topography analysis.
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Figure 6-4 (A) Comparative CBCT volumetric deformation images in one or three-wall defects;
(B) Deformation ratio (%): Two-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey's post-hoc test, n=4, mean ±
S.D., *p-value < .05, **p-value < .01.
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Figure 6-5 A schematic of surgical sequence in subperiosteal pouch GBR (Courtesy of Young K.
Kim)
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